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I. Introduction
Orange is a town in a state of flux. It is a rural,
manufacturing community whose mill town heyday has long since
past. It is also a town whose economic future has great
possibility. The majority of Oran<;Jeis forested and has many
areas of open space and scenic beauty. Yet, these lands are
underutilized. Orange is a boundary town, on the fringe of one
county and not in another. This gives it a certain independence
but also isolates it from the county seat and county services.
orange is located at a transportation node where Routes 2
and 202 cross one another's paths. This makes it quite
accessible from the four points of the compass. The Orange
Municipal Airport also provides access possibilities. The town
is located within commutable distances to Amherst, Worcester, and
the Route 495 circle, all of which are locations that offer
interesting employment opportunities. These are very attractive
access and location features that many central Massachusetts
towns lack.
'I.'hereis an adequate housing stock to meet the needs of the
population of Orange in the near future. Orange's affordable
housing has made it an attractive location for middle income and
first-time home buyers in recent years. However, house values
are rising much faster than income rates. Orange is a town with
sufficient public institutions, such as libraries, public
schools, and churches. Yet, there is a formidable challenge in
meeting the needs of recreation and entertainment for the
citizenry.
Orange has a racially homogeneous population. Most citizens
are Caucasian. Greater diversity may prove to be an asset to
community culture. There is a significant older popUlation who
have been long-time residents of the town. Orange also has
experienced some immigration and outmigration of the younger
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population due to attractive housing options in the 1980s and
more recently limited local job opportunities. This decrease in
nearby employment opportunities has changed commuting patterns as
well. To many of its residents, Orange has become a bedroom
community.
The town is experiencing change. with change often comes
conflict. The people of Orange arE~distinguished by their boot
strap perseverance, but they have had a difficult time bringing
about change because of a lack of community consensus. Many
people came to the town because of its affordability and now feel
because of the economic downturn of the early 1990s unable to
improve their homes or to move on. This results in frustration.
The business community has experienced setbacks in recent years
and merchants are eager to gain support from the town in the form
of economic development initiatives and a unifying spirit. The
town has a variety of underutilized economic resources, but it is
having difficulty guiding itself towards viable opportunities for
the future.
Although there has been a lull in the economic expansion of
the region, regional economic growth will return. Orange needs to
reach some kind of community consensus to begin encouraging the
kinds of businesses that will be beneficial to revitalizing the
local economy. The kind of division the Recontek recycling plant
siting issue has caused can work to the town's advantage if
townspeople recognize how it reflects the diversity of their
needs. Whether Recontek has a place in Orange or not is unclear,
but the diverse positions it has exposed could lead Orange to an
understanding of its future. The idea of transforming the
airport into a motorsports park has created similar conflicts.
Again, this debate can be used to educate the people about their
diver:se preferences and perhaps allow them to recognize mutually
compatible mixed uses for open space.
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By looking at these conflicts carefully, the town can direct
its own course towards its future development. This will be
achieved by concentrating on common interests rather than
divisions and emphasizing desirable aspects of the town's
character to prospective developers and residents.
Orange needs to decide what kind of town it wants to be.
What kind of town character do the people of Orange want to
promote? Do they want to encourage economic development? What
kind? Do people want a quiet rural town with well defined
pockets of development? Do they want to attract heavy industry?
Jobs are available from either option if the town makes itself
sufficiently attractive to prospective interests. Orange also
needs to figure out how to support existing businesses. What
kind of residential community does Orange want to be? Should
development be encouraged to expand the tax base? Does Orange
feel comfortable with its current level of affordable housing?
Can the community design and implement programs to increase the
desirability of its existing housing stock and neighborhoods?
What kind of cultural life does the town want to promote? What
do people enjoy for entertainment, and recreation? What would
make Orange a more enjoyable town to live in for as many citizens
as possible? These are the kinds of questions orange must ask
itself.
II. Scope of Services for Orange's Master Plan Project
Guided by the Center for Economic Development at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, the Regional Planning Studio I
stUdents, provided planning assistance to the town of Orange in
the following areas: a land inventory showing slopes, soils,
existing roads, developed and developable areas of the town; a
housing condition survey to ascertain the overall condition of
the existing housing stock; real estate data collection showing
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current rental and housing values compared with state and
national trends and subsidized housing data; demographic data
reflecting who the population of Orange is, employment
statistics, consumer data, and comparisons to available county,
state and national trends, industrial and commercial data
defining existing business employment opportunities and vacancy
rates; open space, recreational and agricultural resource data
including an inventory of open space, agricultural lands and
forest lands; an infrastructure capacity assessment including
water, sewer, airport, and schools. coincidentally with this
project, a survey was distributed to the residents by the town
government. The survey is being professionally compiled and
analyzed. The results will be provided under separate cover,
ready to be included in the final comprehensive plan.
III. The Methodology
'I'woRegional Planning graduate students were hired in
January by the Center for Economic Development to begin
collecting raw data for the seven week studio project. The
Orange Project team followed up data collection in groups of one
and tv.TO. University resources were used extensively, including
the government documents library, the Massachusetts Institute for
Social and Economic Research (MISER), the Center for Economic
Development and the expertise of many faculty in the Landscape
Architecture and Regional Planning Department. The Open Space
Team received "The Open Space Planner's Workbook", a companion
guide to the 1990 Open Space Plan Requirements, from the
Execut:ive Office of Environmental Affairs in Boston. Their
inventory data has followed the state criteria guidelines.
Before data collection even began, the team drove to Orange
to visually assess the town's character, housing stock, the
business occupancy and vacancy status in the downtown and
industrial park areas and open space. Residents were
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interviewed, from older citizens in the North Orange section of
town to employees in local restaurants and the airport. Attempts
were made to contact all of the local business owners by phone or
in person by team members collecting business and commercial
data. Team members collected information from municipal offices.
These included the Town Assessor, Community Development Office,
the housing authorities of Franklin and Orange counties, the
offices with jurisdiction over infrastructure, and the Mahar
Regional High School. The team members benefitted from the
expertise of the chairpersons of the town focus groups as well.
~'he entire team attended a focus group meeting in April of
1992 at the Town Hall to update the focus groups on the status of
the project to date. This meeting generated a lively dialogue.
The team presented a representative portion of their
findings to the Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional
Planning in mid-May, 1992, with several focus group chairs and
town residents present in the audience. The team decided that
certain aspects of their data collection efforts would represent
valuable information about Orange. This included population,
employment, housing, and business trends. Three land use maps
generclted by the University's geographic information systems
facilities were presented. The discussion that followed was
enlivened by professional feedback from the audience. It was
concluded that the team and members of the focus groups who
attended the presentation arrived at compatible assessments of
Orange's current situation. Further detailed analysis will be
made by the town using the raw data given to the focus groups in
their comprehensive planning efforts.
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Oranqe Demoqraphics
As requested in the scope of serv icee , demographic
information was collected about who lives in Orange, where they
work, skill levels, employment within the community, income
levels, consumer habits, and unemployment rates from 1980 - 1990.
This section includes data about age, race, gender, educational
attainment, and household size. Wherever data was available
local findings were compared to state and national trends. A
concerted effort was made to collect information from as many
reputable and accurate sources as possible.
1) What Are Some General Facts About the Town of Orange,
Massachusetts?
General Information
Town Hall: 6 Prospect street, Orange, MA 01364 (508) 544-2254
Established in 1810
Type of government: Open Town Meeting. 3 Selectpersons.
Tax Rate
Schools
Library
Places of Worship
$79,000 in 1990; $ 30,506 in 1980
36 sq miles
35.40 sq miles
.062 sq miles
512 feet
206.7 persons/sq m~ ~n 1990;
195 persons/sq mi in 1980
$12.74 in 1990
1 Elementary, 1 Regional Jr/Senior High
Wheeler Memorial Library
1 Catholic, 6 Protestant
Average House Value
Area
Land Area
Water Area
Elevation
Pop density:
Source: 1980 & 1990 Census Data
2) What is Orange's Historical Background?
Orange was established as a district on October 15, 1783
from parts of Athol, Warwick, Royalston, and a tract of land
called Ervingshire. In 1790, James Holmes built a dam across the
Millers River and subsequently added a grist mill and a sawmill.
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In 1804, a carding mill began operating. The vigor of this town
has historically sprung from its manufacturing base. A prominent
element of this base was the New Home Sewing Machine Company,
started in 1860, makers of single thread hand sewing machines.
During World War I, this company had contracts of $1.25 million
to produce shells and supplies for the arroy. Other manufacturers
included the Rodney Hunt Company, makers of heavy machinery; the
Orange Iron foundry Company, Chase Turbine Wheel Company, and a
chair and ladder company. Wood products industries also thrived
because of the proximity of forested acreage near town. Other
prominent industries included the manufacture of castings,
cabinets, woolen goods, leather boots and shoes. High yields in
strawberries and orchards also made Orange known for its fruit
production.
Orange is a town that has been changing in the last few
decades. It has experienced declines in manufacturing and
agricultural production. Unfortunately these changes have had an
adverse effect on the town's economic well being. The town has
also become a bedroom community for other areas of employment in
Franklin and Worcester counties. As a result, the character of
the town has changed from a rural manufacturing town to a town
that serves a more diverse community. These transitions are a
current cause of concern to the citizens of Orange, who are
working hard to ensure a viable future.
3) Who Lives in Orange and Its surrounding Region?
Orange Population
• 7,312 (1990), 6,844 (1980), 6,104 (1970).
Increase of 740 people from 1970 - 1980 (12.1%); 468 people in
last 10 years.
Projected population for 1995 is 7,471, an increase of 159.
projected population for 2000 is 7,836, an increase of 365.
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• 51.8% of the population (3,791) live in the urban sections of
Orange and 48.3% (3,521) live in rural areas of town, including a
farm population of 60 people.
• Between 1980 and 1990, the population grew substantially in age
groups under 5 and between 25-44.
• Median age is 32.71 years, up from 29.6 years old in 1980.
This is consistent with state and national aging trend .
• The population is predominantly white (98.8%) with 47.7% Male
and 52.3% Female
Source: 1970, 1980 & 1990 Census Data
Ethnic Characteristics of Orange Population
1980 1990
White 6797 7224
Black 9 34
Native American 2 11
Asian/Pacific Islander 17 29
Hispanic origin 27 88
Other 19 14
Percentage of Majority European origins of the Population
1980 1990
English 37.8 20.2
French 21.6 18.2
Irish 12.2 13.7
Polish 5.6 4.6
Italian 5.1 6.5
Swedish ~ ~
Subtotal 85.5 66.5
Franklin County Population
• 70,092 (1990), 64,317 (1980), 59,210 (1970). Projected
population for 1995 is 72,822, an increase of 2,730 people.
Projected population for 2000 is 77,175 .
• Median age 34.95.
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Massachusetts Population
• 6,016,425 (1990), 5,737,037 (1980), 5,689,170 (1970).
Projected population for 1995 is 5,984,994, a decrease of 31,431
people. Projected population for 2000 is 6,086,997.
• Median age 33.57.
Population Comparisons: Percentage Increases
Orange Franklin County Massachusetts
1970 - 1980
1980 - 1990
12.1%
6.8%
8.6%
8.9%
.84%
4.8%
Source: 1970, 1980 & 1990 Census Data
4) Wh~t Kinds of Households Do People Live In?
Household Information
• The number of households in Orange has increased by almost 12%
in the period between 1980 and 1990.
• Population grew 6.8% in the 1980 to 1990 time period. When
this is measured against growth in number of households, it is
clear that household size has decreased.
All Households
Persons per household
2-Person Households
Married Couple Family
Male Householder
Female Householder
People in group quarters
2,477
2.76
24.4%
59.5%
3.3%
8.6%
4~• 0
2,808
2.60
31.3%
77.1%
4.9%
18.0%
0.3%
• The above data for 1990 totals over 100%. This is due to
overlapping household categories. A simplified way of reviewing
this data is as follows:
Total Households
Percent Families
Percent Non-Families
Average Persons Per Household
Persons in Group Quarters
1990
2,808
69.5%
30.5%
2.60
20 (2.7%)
Source: 1980 & 1990 Census Data
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5) Where Do People Go to School and Seek Education?
Schools and Education
• As population has increased, so has enrollment in high school.
The difference between 1980 and 1990 is a 34% increase on the
number of children enrolled in the local schools. However, there
has been some fluctuation in college enrollments after high
school.
Mahar Regional High School figures
Enrollment
Drop out rate
Non-public schools
482
n/a
n/a
741 731
7% 3.9%
n/a 21 (1.46%)
Source: Massachusetts Municipal Profiles
Where Graduates Went After High School
High School Graduates 1980 1989 1990
2 year college 13 25 23
4 year college 29 31 23
Other post-secondary 0 4 3
Military 20 12 5
Work 32 12 15
Other 5 6 12
Info Not Available 0 6 12
Source: Mahar Regional High School, 1980 & 1990 Census Data
Average Teacher Salary:
Per Pupil Expenditure:
n/a
$1,947
$29,245
$ 2,497
Source: 1980 & 1990 Census, Massachusetts Municipal Profile
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.~ 6) In What sectors do Orange Residents Work?
Civilian Labor Force 1980 1990
Total: 2,869 3,249
By occupation:
Managers and Professionals 474 (17%) 79 (24%)
Technicians, Sales and
Admin. Support 543 (19%) 670 (21%)
Service Occupations 230 (8%) 479 (15%)
Farming, Fishing and Forestry 98 (3%) 69 (2%)
Precision Production,
Craft and Repair 407 (14%) 516 (16%)
Operat.ors, Fabricators and
Laborers 956 (33%) 713 (22%)
Self-Employed 169 (6%) 23 (.7%)
Source: 1990-91 Massachusetts Municipal Profiles; 1980 & 1990
Census Data
Employment in 1990
• For more comprehensive historical data, please see the
Comparative Employment Statistics table (Chart 2).
Orange
Labor Force
Employed
Unemployed
Unemployment Rate
3,192
2,764
428
13.4 %
Athol Labor Market Area
Labor Force
Employed
Unemployed
Unemployment Rate
11,568
10,076
1,492
12.9 %
Massachusetts
Labor Force
Employed
Unemployed
Unemployment Rate
3,131,900
2,874,300
257,600
8.2 %
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United states
Labor Force
Employed
Unemployed
Unemployment Rate
125,568,000
117,555,000
8,013,000
6.4 %
Source: Massachusetts cities and Towns Labor Force, Employment,
and Unemployment, October 1991.
Family Income 1980 Oran~e %Comparison
Families Orange I county
less than $5,000 107 6.0 5.8
$ 5,000 - 9,999 402 22.7 14.6
$10,000 - 19,999 559 31.6 35.3
$20,000 - 34,999 590 33.3 34.5
$35,000 - 49,999 94 5.3 6.9
$50,000 or more 19 1.1 2.9
Median Family Income $16,525 $18,331
Per Capita Income $ 5,595 $ 6,648
Family Income 1990 Orange %Comparison
Families Orange I County
less than $5,000 78 3.9 n/a
$ 5,000 - 9,999 111 5.5 ny a
$10,000 - 14,999 215 10.7 nla
$15,000 - 24,999 327 16.3 nla
$25,000 - 34,999 446 22.3 n/a
$35,000 - 49,999 428 21.4 nla
$50,000 - 74,999 350 17.5 n/a
$75,000 - 99,999 40 2.0 nla
$100,000 or more 0 0 n/a
Median Family Income $31,150
Per Capita Income $11,106
% Change 1980-1990 Median Family Income 53%
% Change 1980-1990 Per Capita Income 50%
Source: 1980 & 1990 Census Data
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7) Wl'lat is the Relationship Betwt~en Where People Live and Where
They JTork?
Commut:ing Patterns ( 1980 and 1990
1980 Commute in Minutes Means of Travel
< 5
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-29
30-44
45-59
60+
180
548
620
549
266
298
82
100
Drove Alone
Carpool
Public Transport
Walked OJ::' Work Horne
Other Means
Place of Work
Mean 'I'ravelTime to Work
In City of Residence
Outside City of Res.
outside state of Res.
Not Reported1980: 17 minutes
1990: 22.5 minutes
Source: 1980 & 1990 Census Data
Lifestyle Profile Zip Code Analysis - Chart 2
1980 1990
60% 73.4%
27.6% 16.3%
0% .27%
8.8% 9.6%
3.4% 5~• 0
49.5%
44.9%
.7%
4.7%
The Lifestyle profile Zip Code Analysis for Massachusetts
towns is based upon returned warranty questionnaires from
consumer product purchases. This represents very preliminary
data with limited value in this form. Some explanation of the
Profile's format may be useful. The percentage of household
ca+eqory represents those households which have sent in warranty
inforl'l1lation.However, this does not give a clear idea of how
many individuals have preferences in the indicated categories.
The National level cat.eqory indicates Orange's percentage levels
above or below the national response rate. Response levels vary
in different locales, and it is difficult to know how these
correspond to the responses in a particular town such as Orange.
If researchers want to investigate this type of data further,
surveys and public opinion analyses are suggested.
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Implic!ations for the Comprehensiv,! Planning Process
The next steps in analyzing the raw data can include the
following:
• The inclusion of the complete 1990 u.s. census data. When it is
made aLvailable, in the areas of building permits, commuting
patterns in minutes, specific places of work and county family
income levels.
• a general overview of the 1992 Zip Code Analyst for
Massachusetts towns to gain more insight into Orange's purchasing
trends.
• the purchase of the Sanborn Map Series showing data concerning
mill towns with in the United States.
• a review of the Historical Massachusetts Atlas, published in
1991 by the University of Massachusetts Press (available in the
College Bookstore).
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ORANGE REAL ESTATE INFORMATION
Housing Opportunities
• Growth in population has led to an increase in housing
opportunities as well as prices.
• Housing prices have approximately tripled in ten years. This
has serious implications for the rut.uze as salaries have not kept
up with these increases.
Housing Orange Orange Fkln. Co. Mass.
1980 199Q. 1990 1990
median value,
single family home: 30,506 93,800 114,100 162,800
median rent: 186 358 402 547
total housing
units: 2,957 3,106 30,394 2,472,711
owner-occupied: 1,714 1,932 18,123 1,331,49
renter-occupied: 789 876 9,517 915,617
vacancy rate: 12.3% .066% .09% .091%
Orange Housing stock 1980 # of 1980 9.:- 1990 # of 1990 9.:-0 0
units of units units of units
single units 1531 53.6% 1755 56.5%
multi-units 1148 13.4% 982 31.6%
mobile homes/trailers 175 6.1% 312 10.0%
Building Permits
(new privately-owned housing units authorized by permit)
1979: 10
1987: 57
1980: 6
1988: 53
1981: 9
1989: 55
1982: 3
Change from 1979-1989: 18.1%
Source: Massachusetts Municipal Profiles
The Housing Market
The housing market in Orange and Franklin County has
generally reflected the pricing and availability trends of
Massachusetts, but values have been consistently lower.
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According to the 1980 U.S. Census, the median value of an
owner-occupied home in Orange was $29,700. The state's median
for the same year was $48,500. By 1990, these figures had
changed considerably. The housing boom of the 1980's increased
the median value of the entire region's housing stock. In Orange
median value had risen to $93,800 according to the Census' of
Population and Housing, 1980 and 1990. In the same time period
the Massachusetts median value increased to $162,800. In just
ten years the state's housing stock increased in value nearly
twice as fast as did Orange's. Th.e Franklin/Hampshire County
Board of Realtors reported an average 1986 sale price in Orange
of $32,500; that figure was more than $50,000 below the regional
average.
A more recent measure of trends is provided by interviews
with local realtors including; Tom Kiley from Quabbin Management,
Frances Deane from Deane Reality, Tony Poletti from Burbank
Reality, and Janice from Foster-Healy. As of spring 1992 the
market slump has hit hardest the portion of the market that one
realtor termed, "executive houses:" the $150,000-and-up home
value range. Houses in this sector are moving at the slowest
pace. At progressively lower pric:e ranges, the market shows
slightly greater liquidity.
The cause of the depressed housing market stems from several
significant sources. Difficulties cited by realtors include
environmental issues such as lead paint, the weak economy, and
the growing population of unemployed or underemployed families.
The rise of housing values during the 1980's was also mentioned
by realtors as contributing to the current downturn. During the
late 1980's, Boston commuters purchased homes in areas such as
Orange in order to take advantage of less expensive housing
costs. In turn, housing values rose. This had the dual effect
of driving the housing market up in the short term, but weakening
it in the long term, as it became less attractive for commuters
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and too expensive for local residents. In 1987 the Franklin
County Housing Authority reported that regional income was not
keeping up with rising housing values. This situation is still
having an adverse effect on the local markets, such as Orange.
Subsidized Housing
According to the Executive Office of Communities and
Development, Orange had one of the hi~Jhest percentages of
subsidized housing in the Commonwealth as of January, 1991. In
1980 Orange ranked seventh among the f;tate's assisted cities and
towns with 13.15% of the housing stock being subsidized. In 1987
the Franklin County Regional Housing Authority estimated the
percentage of subsidized housing for the region to be about
7.37%. At that time there were still 400 county households on
the waiting list for such housing. When interviewed in early
February, 1992, area apartment complexes that contain subsidized
units reported a maximum of one vacancy.
Interviews with local Realtors suggests that the market for
subsidized housing is adequate. One management agency estimated
the vacancy rate to be approximately 5%. This percentage is
relatively stable since there is little population inflow into
the community.
The income guidelines for state subsidized housing programs
require the following income levels in order for a household to
be eligible for rent subsidies:
1 person - $15,736
2 people - $17,984
3 people - $20,232
4 people - $22,480
See page 12 for data on the income of families in Orange.
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Housing Condition
The housing in Orange falls into the following depreciation
categories according to computerized assessor information. This
information shows the condition of the structures relative to
their depreciating value. For example if the depreciation is
.90, the house is valued at 90% of the square footage value it
should be worth.
Single Family Residential - assessor codes 1 - 11 inclusive, 20
(Ranch, Split or Bi-Ievel, Colonial, Cape Cod, Bungalow,
Conventional, Modern, Raised Ranch, Family Flat, Family Duplex,
Family Conversion, Mobile Home)
Depreciation # of units g.. of total0
100 124 5.6%
.90 - .99 273 12.4%
.80 - .89 202 9.2%
.70 - .79 261 11.9%
.60 - .69 921 41.8%
.50 - .59 297 13.5%
.40 - .49 74 3.3%
.30 - .39 22 1.0%
.20 - .29 17 0.8%
.10 - .19 7 0.3%
0 - .09 _5 0.2%
Total 2201 100%
Apartment Buildings - assessor code 14 (Apartments)
Depreciation
100
.90 - .99
.80 - .89
.70 - .79
.60 - .69
.50 - .59
.40 - .49
.30 - .39
.20 - .29
.10 - .19
a - .09
Total
# of Structures
2
o
6
11
9
o
o
o
o
a
_0
28
% of total
7.2%
21.4%
39.3%
32.1%
100%
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other Home Owner Related Problems
Interviews with local Realtors indicate there two major problems
facing potential homeowners in oranqe ,
• Lead Paint
Realtors suggest a significant percentage of the homes in
Orange have lead paint in them. The cost of eliminating this
problem has been a deterrent to both buyers and sellers.
• Financing
The current recession has led to fiscal conservatism in the
banking industry. This has led to area banks demanding
significant down payments from home buyers. Many home buyers are
ill-informed about alternative financing opportunities, such as
mortgage companies and subsidy programs.
The Rental Market
The rental market over the last six months has been surveyed
through the Athol Daily News in order to get a picture of the
frequency of listings, size of rental units, and average costs of
Orange's rental housing.
• See Table 1
Members of the real estate community have estimated the
vacancy rate for local apartments at about 25%. This represents
a slowdown in vacancies from the previous 18 month period.
Implication
The data indicates that Orange has more than the required
percentage of affordable housing and may concentrate on the above
pz cb Lems •
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Infra!ltructure
Roads and Highways
~~he major highway networks sE~rving the town of Orange are:
Routes 2, 2A, 202, 122 and 78. These roads are all integral
assets to the town's economy because they provide the main access
for commercial vehicles.
Prior to the opening of RoutE~ 2, the 2A corridor provided
the principle link to the area from pbints east and west. Route
2A is now the main road between Orange and Athol, which are both
bypass:ed by Route 2, the primary northern route to the eastern
part of Massachusetts. The removal of the through traffic from
downtown Orange had a significant impact on the region. On one
hand, it relived the traffic conge~stion at the Main street
intersection and the junction of South Main and River street. On
the other hand, there was a vast reduction in the number of
visitors to the central business district. When a section of
Route 2 was closed for bridge repairs starting in 1988, traffic
was diverted through the town via Route 2A. While this brought a
temporary increase in ·thenumber of people passing through the
CBD, there was no long term improvement in the downtown retail
climate.
Another important highway is route 202, a primary artery
linking Orange with the cities and towns of the lower Pioneer
Valley, which are a major source of economic, educational and
cultural activities. Complimenting the Route 202 corridor, is
Route 122, which provides access t.othe city of Worcester, MA.
'I'hecapacity of the roads and their condition is acceptable
for the present, but with a reduction of both personnel and
budget. dollars has left the Department of highways and Sewer i1l-
equipped to maintain or improve all of the town's roads. In spite
of the difficult times, the department has done exceptionally
well in managing its resurfacing operations. The town's easy
access from the major highways is an important asset in
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attracting new businesses to the community. Therefore, improving
the road system should be one element of the infrastructure to be
given increased attention.
Sewer
Perhaps the most pressing infrastructure facing Orange is
not with the surface facilities, but rather what lies below. The
sewer system was first built in the late eighteen hundreds and is
in a near disastrous state of disrepair. The old clay lines are
corroded and dilapidated to a point that a significant amount of
infiltration is occurring at many loc,tions. The fees paid by
those residents receiving sewer service are enough to pay for
maintaining the treatment facility, but cannot cover the cost of
upgrading the collection system. Larry Adams, of the sewage
treatment facility, reports that replacing the sewer lines should
take precedence over expanding the treatment plant. If the sewer
lines are replaced and the infiltration sources are eliminated,
then the expansion of the treatment facility can be postponed.
Although past efforts have been made to make repairs in the lines
and catch basins, most attempts to fix the lines are futile
unless entire sections are replaced. without solid measures to
revamp the collection system in the near future, the cost of
operating the treatment plant will rise.
Water
There are presently three municipal wells supplying Orange
with potable water. Well #1 functions primarily as a back-up well
and is seldom used, Well #3 provides sixty percent of the town's
needs with Well #2 serving as a supplemental source. These ground
sources are complemented by two one million gallon storage tanks.
The town has a present supply of 1,320,200 gallons per day with a
use level of 832,955 gallons per day, which is sUfficient for
present needs. Even if the proposed Recontek plant is built, The
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Environmental Notification Form filed by Recontek on 28 December
1990, states that supply would be able to meet the demand.
As for the next ten years, there may be enough water to meet
demand if the present trends continue, but, if there is a drastic
rise of residential or industrial development there may need to
be an expansion of the system. For this reason a hydrologic
survey has been completed and a new well site has been
identified. This new site is close enough to Well #3 so that #3's
pump facility could be utilized for both well sites.
Although most of the southern section of town, including the
downtown area, is served by pUblic water utilities, the residents
of western and North Orange rely upon private well water.
The only foreseen problem with the distribution system in
the immediate future is managing corrosion control. As of 1992,
the system is one hundred years old and is in need of
revitalization. Within the past two months (March and April
1992), levels of lead and copper found in the water supply have
increased. Towns such as Orange will be required to reduce these
levels of lead and copper in their systems and will have to
replace the existing lines, which were installed when regulations
were less stringent. These reasons indicate that the present
water infrastructure will need to be included in the town's
capital improvements program.
Airport
The present condi-tion of the airport facilities is adequate
for the current functions it serves. The field presently contains
activities ranging from flight training to aeronautic brokerage.
Other functions include, private flights, aeroplane engine
repair, charter services and lease of private and commercial
hanger space.
The airfield was originally constructed to serve as a back-
up for Westover Air Force base during WWII. At present, it serves
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as a back-up facility for the regions larger air ports, to relive
small craft congestion which may occur in the event of a major
accident. The two five thousand foot asphalt runways can
accommodate single and twin engine aircraft on a daily basis and
small jets occasionally. Larger jets such as a Douglas DC-lO may
be able make an emergency landing, there is not enough approach
or landing space to handle a Boeing 747 or other jumbo jets.
Recent improvements included the I installation of obstruction
lights on a hill at the end of one of the runways. Also the
runway surface is a major issue identified by officials at the
I
airport. In some areas cracks in the pavement are as much as two
to three inches in width. If these cracks are not repaired,
winter frost and vegetative growth in the summer will further
weaken the surfaces. Any improvements to the airfield require the
prior consent and approval of the Federal Aviation Agency and the
Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission. The facility is 90%
federally funded, 5% from the commonwealth and 5% from ~he
municipal corporation.
The airfield is a valuable transportation resource to the
town and should be included in the capital improvements program.
By maintaining the field as active air facility, the town could
maximize the airport's potential draw. with its excellent
location near the industrial park and two state arteries, the
airport is a good attraction for a company interested in the
manufacturing of light weight, heavy value products. While the
short term benefits of alternative use may be good, the long term
benefits of an improved air facility may prove greater for the
town.
conclusion
There is a need for the prioritizing of necessary repairs to
the town's basic infrastructure. With most of the local tax
dollars going to the school department, there is not much left to
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direct towards other departments. Most of the infrastructure
related municipal offices are self sufficient, relying primarily
on user fees. Identification and delineation of those projects
which should have priority, assessment of the scope and
estimation of the amount each project will cost are essential in
the planning of an appropriate course of action in regards to a
capital improvements program.
Inventory of Businesses in Town
This list of businesses in Orange was compiled from several
sources: the most recent available telephone book, a list
supplied by Fran VanTreese containing the larger employers in
town, and the Chamber of Commerce memb)ership roster. The team
created a master list from these sources, then called each one to
confirm that they were in business. We also asked for additional
employment data, the number of employees, the number of those
employees from the town of Orange and what type of work the
business was in. For the larger businesses, twenty or more
employees, we also asked for the average wage of the employees
and a breakdown of work categories,such as clerical, labor and
administrative .
As is apparent from the resulting list, not all businesses
were willing to give out all the requested information. Some
would not give out the average wage or the number of employees,
others would not or could not give out a breakdown of categories.
Additionally, several businesses did not answer the telephone or
return messages left on answering machines. We attempted to call
these businesses three times during our periods in Orange, the
1st, 3rd, 8th and 10th of April 1992. After those tries we
listed that operation without any data. For all listed companies
there was an indication that they were still in business. This
lack of response has led to several gaps in the data, however
there emerges at least a partial picture of employment in Orange.
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A quick overview of the businesses in Orange gives us
several figures;
A total of 137 businesses were identified. Of these,
102 supplied data regarding their operations. Of the
90 who furnished informationl about the number of
employees, the majority, (67'), are small operations,
employing fewer than ten pectple. These are mostly in
the service sector of businelss, such as mini-marts, gas
stations, doctors, auto repair, etc.
In the middle-sized range, there are 8 businesses that
employ 10 to 19 people. This is a varied group that
includes a grocery, an auto parts and salvage yard,
lumber and home stores, a small manufacturing firm and
a machine shop.
In the larger range, businesses that employ more than
20 people, are 15 employers. Most of these are large
manufacturing operations, but a bank and a temporary
medical help operation are also included.
Twenty employers reported information regarding the
average wages paid to employees. In terms of payment
per hour, reported average salaries and wages range
from a low of $5/hour to a high of $11.80/hour.
As we collected this data, we noticed that the majority of
respondents were both pleased and somewhat surprised at the
town's interest in them. Most comments they made indicated that
if they were visited by someone they knew from town, more
detailed information about their business would be made
available. Such a program should be made a part of any economic
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development effort. Not only would there be more information
about the current state of business in Orange, but a sense of
cooperation between the town and the businesses therein would be
established. This cooperation is vital for any economic
development plan to succeed.
List of Businesses
The list of businesses (table 2) thatrfollOWS includes the type
of business. For brevity we have used abbreviations and letter
codes to indicate that type. These codas and abbreviations are
as follows:
A
Brkr
Chiro
Const
Dist
D
Groc
Ed
Ind
Lum
Mach
Manuo.s.
R
Svcs
Tav
Automotive
Broker
Chiropractor
Construction
Distributor
Doctors
Grocery
Education
Industrial
Lumber
Machine shop
Manufacturer
Office supplies
Retail
Services
Tavern
Name, Address, Phone Type # of
Emp.
# From
Orange
BreakdownAvg.
Wage
AI's Quick Lube
187 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3317
Alger Enterprises
Eagleville Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0433
A Repair & service
R,A 2 2 Used auto parts
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange Wage
Anderholm Press Inc.P.o. Box 269
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3221 5 0 9.00
Appalachian Forestry
Services, Inc.
116 W.Orange Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6388 Svcs Consltng
B & B Paper Co.
26 Howe
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7857
B & J's Auto Body
5 Cloukey Ave.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8714 A
B & G Manufacturer
131 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8833 Ind. 25 20 6.00
Baker School Specialty
Gov. Dukakis Drive
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8871 O.S. 70 8.00
Barlett Construction
Bartlett Lane
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3231 Canst.
Beach Plumbing & Htng
Orange, MA. 01364
544-0714
Bedroom Factory, The
131 w. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2337 R 13 6 10.00 7.00 labor
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of
Emp.
Breakdown# From
Orange
Avg.
Wage
BeLanqe'r "s Package store
7 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-30:27 7 pt
Berlin, Daniel C.
34 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3330 2
Beulah Land Maint.
229 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6677
Big G'S Mini-Mart
426 E. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3353 R 4
BR Group, Inc.
61 E. River st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6833 36
Brookside Auto Parts, Inc.
Brookside Road
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3204 R,A 11
Brousseau Plm.& Htng
700 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6008
Bullard Farm B & B
RFD #1
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6959 1
Canning Electric
80 Canning Drive
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3820
5.00 all retail
3
9.00
1
1
Psychologist
Used auto parts
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".
Type # of
Emp.
# From
Orange
Avg.
Wage
BreakdownName, Address, Phone
Carroll's Corner Market
58 S. !1ain st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6191 Groc.10 9 grocers
catamount Manufacturing
Gov. Dukakis Drive
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8255 manu 125+ 42 20k 89 man, 37 c1
Consolidated Fuel Sys. Inc.
Orange Municipal Airport
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2553 11 8.00 3 sal., 8 hrly
Coolidge, John C. Esq.
3 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2451 ..Svcs Lawyer
Copy Center of Orange
New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7910 1 1
Cotter Communications
190 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3301
countryside Satellites
24 Prentiss st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7173 R 1 1
Cumberland Farms
25 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8580 R 4 1
Daniel Shays Pkg. Inc.
297 D. Shays Hwy
or anqe , MA. 01364
544-6045 5 7.00 2 fit, 3 pit
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Name, Address, Phone # ofType # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange W'age
Dick's Auto Repair
48 King street
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3835 A 6 10.00
Dirth Lumber & Home Ctr ..
New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0427 10 7.00
Doe Valley Deli & Bakery
24 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7868 1 1
Dolan Plumbing & Htng
25 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8050
Donelan's Liquor store
217 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
5442720 6 4 1 fit, 5 pit
Doubleday Admin Svcs
520 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2709 Word Processing
Eagle's Nest
110 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-5430 Bar
Eastern star Home
75 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6695 Rest Home
EDUCARE
106 Cheney
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6372 Ed. 4 4 Day Care
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of
Emp.
Breakdown# From
Orange
Avg.
Wage
Essentials
90 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-5429 R
Estey's Garage
Roche Ave.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3772 A 4
Fencon Associates
60 Chestnut Hill Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6291 Svcs
Fifield cycle Sales
17 Haskins Road
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6713 R
First Business svcs.
343 E. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8945 Svcs 3
G & S Lyman, Inc.
76 Chase St.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6765 Grave13
Getty Petroleum
2 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8360 R, A 4
Goodtimes Cafe
22 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8570 Tav. 7
Great Escape Limousine
200 Mechanic
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7507 Svcs
2
3
3
4 5.00
Health food
Repairl service
Enrgy Consltnts
Seasnl tax-prep
7 5.00 2 fit,S pit
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Name, Address, Phone # of
Emp_
Avg.
Wage
Type # From
Orange
Breakdown
Hadsel Insurance Agcy.
253 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7806 7
Hamshaw Lumber
New At.hol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2811 13
HAPCO Auto Parts
17 1/2 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2586 R, A 2
Harold's Texaco
8 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6649 A 2
Harris Mfg. & Supply Co. Inc.
100 Prentiss st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6081 ind 10
Hayden Roofing and Siding
70 Prentiss
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8195 5
Hayden, Dennis
148 Lake Mattawa
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6646 svc 2
Hayes Forest Products
34 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8801 lum 7
Hebert, P.I.
Lake Mattawa Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6084 const.
1
8.00 5 production
5 Seasonal
2 Appraisers
7
Masonry
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange Wage
Homestead Fine Food & sprts
47 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8949 Rest.34 8 var. Wage inc tips
Hume Equipment Co.
31 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6546 sal. 2 2
Import Motors Inc.
537 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8869 3 1 Sales
Impressive Promotions
43 cottage st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8668 Ads 2 2
Interface Precision Bnchwks
Orange Industrial Park
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8866 Manu.28 4
Jim's Auto
J38 smith
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6216 A 2 1 Repair/service
King Sing Rest.
Rt. 2A
Oranqe. MA. 01364
544-8853 4 4
Knight, Robert G. MD
142 S. Main
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7187
Kowaki, Dr. Paul A.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7902 Chiro.
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange Wage
La-Petite Beauty Salon
235 w. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6512 svcs 1 1
L,arocque, Paul A. DMD
9 Grove
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3515
Lawson Realty
42 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3555
Leavitt Machine Co.
10 E. River st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2751 Manu 8 5 sales, 3 prod
LEEDEN Modular Homes &
Real Estate
105 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3254 2 2
Lionden
4 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8585 bar 4 4
Little M's Discount
215 w. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3647 Ret 2 2
Madrigan Development Corp.
34 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2777
Mahar Regional School
S. Main St.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2542 110 52 var. 33k Teach
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Type # of # From
Emp. Orange
------------------------------------~I-------------------------------
Avg. Breakdown
~age
Name, Address, Phone
Mainline Equipment
140 Tully
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0316 constrution equip.
Mcr Transformer corporation
P.O. Box 38
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8806 Manu 40 36 5.50 2 clerical
McKenny's Service Station
800 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3612 A 4 3
Mike's Place
E. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8560 Tav.
Mill Works of New England
18 Chase st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2213/2772 manu 5
Miller, Wayne MD
10 Fountain
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6263
Mock's Fuel & Service
241 Wheeler
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2386 4 4 Fuel oil
N. Quabbin Fam. Phys.
15 W. River st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7871 D 20 10
N.Quabbin Adult Ed.
9 E. l-lainst.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8971
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange Wage
Nelson, Peter Inc.
31 stone Road
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7878 A Upholstery
Noel's Nursery
77 Tully Road
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0570 5 2 seasonal
North Quabbin Couns.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3060
North Quabbin Marine
207 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7750
Orange Savings Bank
30 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6915 Bank 27 20
Orange Trading Co.
57 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6683 R 4 3
Orange Manufacturing Co.
756 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2620 manu 6
Orange Bait & Bow
198 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7223 R 2 2 Archery supl.
Orange House of Pizza
1 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2720 4 2
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of # From Avg. Breakdown
Emp. Orange Wage
Orange Auto Body
164 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2145 A 3
Periwinkle Place
14 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7074 R 2 2
Peter's Tire Barn
275 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8811 25 20
Piro Flooring
20 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2464 4 4 3 fit, 1 pit
Produc1:ion Tool & Grinding
Gov. Dukakis Drive
Orange, ~. 01364
544-8206 mach 10 1 10.5 6 prod.4 admin
Quabbin Gateway Motel
180 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2896 2
Regal Engineering, Inc.
RFD 2 ~rully Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0488 manu 6?
Rodney Hunt Co.
46 Mill st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2511 manu 215
Rumrill, John E.
107 Main
Orange, MA. 01364
544-5750338 A
2
Fishing Equip.
Saab repair
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of
Emp.
# From
Orange
Avg.
Wage
Breakdown
S A Morin Retouching studio
19 W. Myrtle
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2013 Photo Retouching
Seaman Warehouse
151 Gov. Dukakis Dr.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2455 paper 102 11.S Paper Products
Shawmut Bank
85 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2521 bank 5 3
Shear Designs
Hillcrest Plaza
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8434
sine Pumps
45 W. River st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7891 Dist.56 13 48 admin,S prod
Skale Insurance Agncy
900 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-5431
Slencil Co.
36 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2171 manu 45 36 6.00 35prod,10 admin
Smith & Masters Foundations
200 Mechanic
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7753 Const.
Stanley, J.R. Jr.
Sl D. Shays Hwy.
oz-anqe , MA. 01364
544-3958 S 1 1 Sanitary Pumping
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of
Emp.
# From
Orange
Avg. Breakdown
\t1age
steve's Sunoco
312 E. Main st.
oz-anqa, MA. 01364
544-0340 A 1 1
stockwell, Edgar
80 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
575-0340 Svcs 3 2 Int. dsgn
strait Line Co.
80 D. Shays Hwy.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8404
studio 2000
15-17 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2109
studio 75 Florist & Gift
13 S. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8752 R 2 2
Sun Spaces
11 Perry Road
Orange, MA. 01364
575-02:90 Cnst 2 2
Super Marketing Svcs.
20 Wendell Depot Rd.
oranqe , MA. 01364
544-6533 svc
TAC Medical Services
111-119 New Athol Rd.
oranqe , MA. 01364
575-0388 Svcs 60 6.50 Temp help
Thompson Paging
371 Wendell Road
Orange, MA. 01364
544-5905 svc Mobile phones
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Name, Address, Phone Type # of#l'rom
Emp. or"nge
Avg. Breakdown
Wage
TLC Cleaning Services
orange, MA. 01364
544-8514
Timris Polymer
131 W. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7801
svcs 3 3
Town Hardware
12 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3245 3 2 2 fit, 1 pit
Transportation Mgmt.
Roche Ave.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8291 Brkr 1 1 Trans Broker
True's Florist & Grnhse
51 Briggs
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6029 R
Ultimate Canines
Orange, MA. 01364
544-7609 dogs 1 1
Valley Travel
11 New Athol Rd.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-0381 svcs 2 1 Ticket agency
Warner Security &
Communications Inc.
171 W. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-8308
WCAT
660 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2321 8 1 4-5 pit
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Name, Address, Phone BreakdownType # of
Emp.
Wendell Welding
157 East Road
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2516
Wetherby, Gerald E.
123 winter
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6566
White Cloud Rest.
627 E. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-6821
Whitmore Auto Parts
439 E. River
Orange, MA. 01364
544-3667
Witty, Delbert A. Esq.
3 E. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2331
witty Funeral Home
158 S. Main st.
orange, MA. 01364
544-3160
Wood's Beauty Care
24 N. Main
Orange,' MA. 01364
544-2923
Worker's Credit Union
12 N. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
544-2188
xtra Mart
270 s. Main st.
Orange, MA. 01364
5447998
1
R
Rest.3.
R,A 4
Svcs
1
Svcs 4
R 8
# From
Orange
Avg.
Wage
car repair/wash
Appliances
Used auto parts
Lawyer
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Commercial and Industrial VacanciE~s
Because the forces which are driving the change in a central
business district (CBD) are coming from shifts which are common
to the region, it is each business owner's responsibility to
respond to changing conditions in our economy. This does not
only apply to the individual business person, it also applies to
the central business district as a whe>le. Serving as the
cornerstone of the free enterprise sy:;tem, the central business
district has supported the local eooncmy for centuries. As of
recently many downtowns have lost much of their identity to
because of with decentralization, the relocation of populations
to non-urban areas and the shift of industry to places with lower
operating costs.
The change in the Town of Orange is no different. The major
changes which occurred in the CBD were in response to shift in
manufacturing away from the northeast. This loss of industry
took with it many of the local jobs and left the regi~n with a
high unemployment rate which in turn affects the local
businesses. When local retail stores are forced to leave the
CBD, the vacant buildings which are left behind must not be left
standing idle for any extended period of time. Long term vacancy
will deter other businesses from locating there, because of the
lack of cooperative attraction which the small mall shops enjoy.
These vacancies will also discourage prospective customers from
shopping in the area because of the empty appearance and the lack
of variety in the shopping area. Also, vacant buildings tend to
deteriorate.
An inventory of the amount of vacant industrial and
commercial space in the town is a helpful planning tool. By
knowing what space is available the town planners and managers
may gain an understanding of how much existing retail and
industrial capacity the town has at its disposal before the
addition of more space is demanded. It also indicates how much
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space needs to be filled in order for the area to maximize its
existing assets.
Through a walking, visual inspection of the downtown
business area and the industrial park of Orange, our team
acquired a rough inventory of the apparent building vacancies.
This walking survey was only a visual count involving some degree
of speculative decision making. The :following is a compilation
of the results from the survey:
Inventory of Vacant Industrial and Commercial Space
Address # Street
7-9 West Main StrE~et
11-13 West Main StrHet
21-25 West Main strE~et
35 West Main StrHet
1 East Main street (small store front)
3 East Main street
10? East Main street
181 East Main street (Brightside Plaza)
1 South Main street
5 South Main Street
20 South Main street
57 South Main Street (7,000 sq ft third floor)
1 River street
Orange Warehouse Foods
The mill buildings along the downtown part of the Miller's
River which are owned by Erving Paper Mills, appear to be used
for light storage or are left vacant.
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ORANGE INDUSTRIAL PARK . ted house
't of Huntington Homes (prefabr~ca
The former s~ e contains an 80,000
manufact.urer) on Governor Dukakis Drive,
t a state highway and lessfoot warehouse and is adjacent 0square
hour from an interstatl3.than a half an
IMPLICATIONS
As the above data indicates, there is very high vacancy rate
in the town of Orange; particularly in the downtown area. It
should be the goal of the town and the central business district
to fill these vacancies as soon as possible with businesses which
would compliment one another and dra~' people to the area.
Businesses which specialize in some kind of product would be the
most advantageous as to provide an alternative to the mall
experience.
open Space
The purpose of this portion of the report is to provide the
town of Orange with some of the required inventory for an open
space and recreation plan as dictated by the state of
Massachusetts. All the requirements are fully outlined by the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs in "The Open Space
Planner'r Workbook: Companion to the 1990 Open Space and
Recreation Plan Requirements". The table of contents to this
publicat'on and a recommended timetable are provided below so
the town can assess what has been provided and how to continue
the procrss of developing a full plan. The main inventories
addressetl in this report are Environmental Analysis, Lands of
conserva~ion and Recreation Interest and Required Maps; i.e.,
Sections 4 and 5 and Appendix H of the Workbook.
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Table of contents for a comprehensive Open Space Plan
covered by
Spring 1992
student Team
section 1 - Plan Summary
section 2 - Introduction
Statement of Purpose
Planning Process and Public Part:icipation
Section 3 - community setting
Regional context
History of the community
population characteristics
Growth and Development Patterns
Section 4 -Environmental Inventory & Analysis
Geology, Soils and Topography
Landscape Character
Water Resources
Vegetation
Fisheries and wildlife
Scenic Resources and unique Environments
Environmental Problems
section 5 - Inventory of Lands of
Conservation and Recreation Interest
Private Parcels
Public and Nonprofit Parcels
Section 6 - community Goals
Description of Process
Statement of Open Space and
Recreation Goals
Section 7 - Analysis of Needs
Summary of Resource Protection Needs
Summary of Community's Needs
Management Needs, Potential Change of Use
section 8 - Goals and Objectives
Section 9 - Five-Year Action Plan
Section 10 - Public Comments
Section 11 - References
Source: "The Open Space Planner's Workbook"
']~o Be
covered By
community
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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section 4 - Environmental Inventory and Analysis
A. Geology, Soils and Topogral2.hL
Map 1 indicates areas where the Soil and Conservation
Service (S.C.S ) defines the soils and slope as being conducive
to "urban development". Those areas ]lot suitable for
development have severe limitations of slope, septic system
capacity, home site and school s i.t;e requirements. This means
that either the slope is greater than fifteen percent or the
physical characteristics of the soil type are very poor for
septic systems, home sites and school sites. However, this does
not completely guarantee that these unsuitable lands are forever
restricted from development. Sometimes site specific or project
specific characteristics can create exceptions to these
classifications of unsuitability.
Geologic features are not considered in this report, but
information for them can be attained through the state
geologist's office at 617 727-9800.
B. Landscape Character
A preliminary review of the town's 1992 survey of
indicated a few areas of scenic interest to residents.
residents
Most
respondents indicate a concern for preserving Tully Brook, Tully
Moun~ain, Millers River and Chestnut Hill. other areas of
part1cular concern include North Orange s-r. , ~ eams, 1akc~ Qndfarmland.
A fuller descr' t'. ~p .~on of landscape Character will need to be
Included in the final plan. A discussion of specific farms and
dirt roads are a couple
of examp~es_
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c. Water Resources
1. Surface water - lakes, ponds, streams and rivers are
represented in Map 2. These surface waters comprise an
approximate total of 503 acres in Orange or just over two percent
of the town's area.
2. Flood Hazard Areas - Federal E~ergency Management Agency
(FEMA) information is available in Government Documents at the
University of Massachusetts library.
3. Wetlands - non-forested wetlands are also shown in Map 1.
They cover almost 411 acres in Orange or close to two percent of
the town. Forested wetlands must also be mapped, but are not
provided here. The Wetlands Conservancy Program is /described in
"The Open Space Planner's Workbook" and may be one source for
forested wetlands. /
4. Aquifer recharge areas - this includes zones of
contribution (ZOC) to public supply wells. Information about
them may be gained through the Depar-tment; of Environmental
Protection at (617) 292-5526.
D. Vegetation
1. Forest land - about 17,695 acres of Orange are forested;
seventy-seven percent of the town. Much of this land is
contiguous as shown in Map 1 and makes up a majority of Orange's
landscape. A small portion is protected in the state forest and
some forested properties are filed under Chapter 61 (see Table
2) •
2. General inventory - the Department of Fisheries and
wildlife can provide technical assistance with this inventory at
(508) 792-7270.
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3. Rare, threatened and endangered species - a list of these
species and maps of their habitat locations are currently ordered
from the Natural Heritage Program in the Division of Fisheries
and Wildlife. They are being sent to F'ran Van Treese and Sally
Kleinfeldt at town hall and should arrive in early June.
E. Fisheries and wildlif~
1. Inventory - a full inventory o:E wildlife species and
their habitats of preference, utilization, breeding, feeding and
wintering are provided in New England Wildlife: Habitat, Natural
History, and Distribution by Richard DeGraaf and Deborah Rudis.
This is a 491 page publication describing 338 New England
wildlife species and their ranges (indicating for Orange whether
each species is in north central Massachusetts). It is available
to the public for free at the U.S Forest Service office in
Holdsworth Hall on the University of Massachusetts campus.
2. Corridors for wildlife migration - see Vegetation,
General inventory in section D (2).
3. Rare, threatened and endangered species - see Vegetation,
Rare, threatened and endangered species in section D (3).
F. Scenic Resources and Unique Environments
This dred of the report focuses on contributions to the
community's character which include: A) scenic landscapes, B)
characteristic or unusual geologic features, C) cultural,
archeological and historic areas and D) areas of critical
environmental concern. It is expected that long-time residents
and those who are responsible for developing the open space plan
can much more effectively develop this area rather than an
outsider such as CEO.
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G. Environmental Problems
Many of the issues in this part can be ~esearched through DEP.
The environmental problems include hazardous waste sites,
landfills, erosion, chronic flooding, sedimentation, development
impact and point and non-point water pollution.
section 5 - Xnventory of Lands of ConsE~rvation and Recreation
Interest
\,
A. Protected Parcels
These include lands that are owned by conservation agencies
and nonprofit land trusts. They also include private lands with
deed restrictions in perpetuity, those with Agricultural
Preservation Restrictions or those in the Wetlands Conservancy
Program. A comprehensive tabulati.on of permanently deeded
conservation land in Franklin county was conducted last year and
is now being assembled by MassGIS. The contact at MassGIS is
Laura Rozenweis at (617) 727-3845. The final produdt should be
available for Orange by early fall.
B. Unprotected Parcels
The town needs to inventory unprotected land that it
considers valuable as open space and to plan for it's future
protection. Chapter 61, 61A and 61B properties are of particular
interest. Chapter 61 lands are ten or more contiguous acres of
forest land managed under a cutting plan. Chapter 61A lands are
five or more contiguous acres in active agriculture and earning
at least $500 per year in gross sales. Chapter61B lands are
privately held recreation parcels dedicated to public use. These
are classifications of land that warrant special attention. They
are differentially taxed and valued at current use rather than
full fair market valUe. It is important to note that these are
not protected lands. They may be sold on the private market
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Iwhenever economic conditions are favorable for such a move.
Table 3 shows Chapter 61, 61A and 61B par-ceL acreage in orange
and their locations on the assessor's maps.
Appendix H: General Mapping Considerations
Required Maps
Mapped requirements supplied with this report are indicated
by a check (..J).
1. zoning Map (..J)
2. special Landscape Features Mapa. Soils with development limitations(..J)
b. Geologic features
c. Scenic resourcesd. cultural, historic and archeological resources
e. Chapter 61, 61A lands
3. Water Resources Map
a. Surface water(..J)
b. Wetlands - non-forested(..J)and forested
c. Watersheds of water supply areas
4. Open Space Map
a. Protected lands
b. unprotected lands
5. Action Plan Map
Survey
A survey was passed out to the town during March 1992 and
returned to the studio group in April. Questions that pertained
directly to open space preservation were 9k, Ilb,d , e, and j,
:31, 32, 33, 34a-h. We were able to find a preliminary indication
on how those surveyed felt about open space and more importantly
how they felt in relation to all other services in town.
When asked, the overwhelming response was that open space
and farms should be protected from development. Trees, vistas,
wildlife habitats, agricultural and forest soils, Tully Mountain,
and North Orange Center were also overwhelmingly favored for
preservation. The idea of having recreQtion faci1i~ias was
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/another issue that local residents felt in favor of seeing more
and having access to.
These sentiments were put into perspective by question 9k
"What town services do you think it is most important to improve
first?" When looked at in light of al~.other town services, open
space preservation was chosen to be done "next as money allows"
followed very closely by "can wait:". Open space preservation
was deemed to be inessential at the tilne this survey was given.
ACTION PLAN
This section is designed to give some knowledge of the steps
needed to be taken to get an open space plan started. Gathering
data, information, and people together is a large portion of the
task. Some of the steps listed have already been undertaken by
the Orange Open Space group. The information below is a
condensed form of the Open Space Planner's Workbook. It is meant
to give a quick overview of the steps involved.
1. Get all those who want to be part of the open space planning
involved
a. concerned citizens, conservation commissions, historical
committees, planning board members, members of the Department: of
Public Works, etc.. I
This step is important in many ways. Public Pfrticipation
is a requirement of the open space process. It will also give
plan developers insights into the feelings of different ci t Lzen
groups. Record the processes involved so as to include in the
plan itself later.
2. Form Subcommittees--Divide and Conquer
One idea is to establish four committees for the task of
gathering data. This will be the most cumbersome aspect of the
process. A coordinator should be put in charge of each group to
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assign tasks to members and to
the overall plan coordinator.
completion of data collection.
give periodic progress reports to
Timetabl{~s should be set for
The four groups can be:
A. community setting
B. Environmental Inventory
c. Recreation and Conservation LaI1LdsInventory
D. community Goals
The requirements in each of rnese categories is well
documented in the Open Space Planner's Workbook.
3. Collect information from pertinent sources
Each group will need to contact various agencies throughout
the state. If asked, some agencies will send a person to lend
assistance during this stage. The Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs (EOEA) should be especially knowledgeable
and helpful.
4. Identify resources in town
Each group with the help of (;itizens input, and from the
information collected, should start identifying particular
resources, for example noteworthy historical sites in Orange.
Once this is done committees should start preparing individual
drafts.
5. Maps and mapping
Maps are important because they illustrate just where in the
town a resource is located, giving planners a better idea of the
most important resources to pzotect.. This is an important
requirement of the open space process.
i
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6. Draft plan
One to two
report itself.
committees have
cohesive plan.
persons should undez't.ake the job of writing the
They should collect thH drafts that the separate
written and begin to put them together into a
7. Additional input and final draft
Once a final form has emerged, it should be submitted to the
tClwn boards and commissions for any additional input. Once this
has been done the final version should be completed.
An action plan for the next five years should be
incorporated to list specific actions to be carried out. They
should be listed in order of highest priority to lowest.
Additional Means of Gathering public Input
Although a questionnaire has already been distributed,
another one might be beneficial to gather information more
specific to preserving open space. If mailing out another is not
an option, there are other creative means of gathering input •
• Holidays, where large groups of people will gather, offer ample
opportunity to get input. A display using a large map can serve
to attract attention of passersby. Info can be given out
informing them that an open space plan is in the process of being
done, while at the same time they can be asked to fill out a
short questionnaire.
• Any public meeting or forum might be used to get people talking
about what they deem to be valuable for preservation.
• Phone survey
• Neighborhood meetings
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TABLE .•
TOWN OF ORANGE
CHAPTER 61, 61A & 61B LANDS
CHAPTER 61-TIMBER
NAME ACREAGE MAP PARCEL
1. Barger 90 6 13
70 6 20
2. Bendekgey 81.4 3 17
3.6 3 18
70 3 23
3. Boy 24 9 42
4 ..Carey 56 9 22
5..Closser 35 2 11
6. Dorian 103.7 2 2
7. Foye 217 4 4
8. Heyes 50 6 4
134 6 38
44 6 87
94.1 11 2
9. Howe 124 14 23
10. Kenerson 56.4 3 35
51.6 2 16
11. Kraft 39 14 53
12. Lapinskas 24 7 27
13. Lyman 130 15 204
14. Madrigan 76 14 11
62 1 10
16. Plaza 10 6 7
17. Ryan 52.5 4 34
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NAME ACREAGE ]~P PARCEL
18. Scherer 67.3 11 20
19. Shovan 61.3 8 71
20. Smith 87.4 3 22
3.6 6 71
21- szatrowski 50 11 22
50 11 22A
22. Vichinsky 14 11 21
23. W.O. Cowls,Inc. 20.2 15 195
56.6 15 146
55.2 15 145
5.3 15 162
24. Waverly Estates 50 6 2
44 6 3
25. Wilkey 33 1 194
26. Yohan 104.5 14 4
TOTAL 2417.2 (10.7% OF TOTAL ACRES)
(13.7% OF FORESTED ACRES)
CHAPTER 61A-AGRICULTURAL
NAME ACREAGE MAP PARCEL
l. Ames, 0 17.5 6 58
2. Bartlett 20 2 29
3 . Ellis, F 42 7 78
20 7 79
4. Ellis, W 169 9 28
5. Gerry, P 104 2 4
11.4 2 5
37.6 2 13
48 2 28
135 4 36
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NAME
6. Hunt, Family
Trust
7. Hunt, G
8. Hunt, G & N
9. Moore
10. Philips
11. Siddons, E
12. Sims, M
13. Waslaske, M
TOTAL
ACREAGE MAP PARCEL
8.7 15 259
57.2 15 185
26.8 15 186
332.9 15 196
2.4 15 252
14.5 15 225
9.8 14 37
77 9 39
68 7 77
4 12 83
97.4 3 33
58 7 37
12.5 7 39
1373.6 (6% OF TOTAL ACRES)
CHAPTER 61B-RECREATION
NAME
Orange Gun Club
TOTAL
ACREAGE MAP PARCEL
17.3
81.8
11
11
83
88
99.1 (0.4% OF TOTAL ACRES)
The total acreage that is under Chapter 61, 61A, and 61B in the
town of Orange is 3,889.9 acres or 17.2% of the total land area.
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Haps
The three part map series produced by the UMASS studio team is
comprised of:
1) A map of lands suitable fc:>rdevelopment.
2) A map of the 1985 land use.
3) A map of the current zoning.
The first map, lands suitable for development, displays
lands which met the two physical criteria determined by the team
as most crucial to development. The two physical criteria
utilized were slopes less than 15% and soils which the Soil
Conservation Service deems suitable for development. The lands
which contained both the appropriate soils and slope were
digitized from 1:15000 soil maps of Franklin county produced by
the Soil Conservation Service. The map was then produced in PC
ARC/INFO using a Compaq 386 personal computer. All maps were
plotted in 48" by 36" form on a Calcomp pen plotter.
The second map, 1985 land use, allows the viewer to examine
the land use of lands compared to suitability. This process
allows for examination of the land use of the lands which have
met the physical suitability criteria to determine if the land
use is applicable to development (forest, passive agriculture),
or if the present land use is conflicting (residential,
wetlands). The MassGIS 1:25000 land use data layer was used to
produce this second map, the data was originally digitized from
1985 1:25000 aerial photographs by the Resource Mapping Unit at
the University of Massachusetts.
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The third map, zoning, may be used to further examine the
suitability of lands targeted in the p'revious maps. Once the
land use has been examined the nex-t step in this development
assessment is to determine which of thle zoning districts the land
is located in. If the land is physically suitable for
development and the current land use is also compatible the final
step is to determine whether the zoning of the land is acceptable
or a special permit may be necessary. The data for this final
map was the Town of Orange Zoning Map which was digitized by
members of the METLAND research group.
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Conclusion: From Data to Decision~
starting the process of a comprehensive Master Plan is a
soul searching experience for a town. It represents a point for
the town to assess where the town is presently, how it wants to
progress in the future and by what: mei:tns. Ii:noi: an aasy
process, as the Town of Orange surely knows.
Looking back just one decade ago, our country faced our
first recession in many years. Immediately following was a
period of economic prosperity that has not been seen since the
turn of the century. What is to follow our present economic
downturn? Is it another period of prosperity, thatjcaught many
antiquated zonin laws andtowns across the commonwealth with
inadequate town services in the face of high growth? Or is our
country facing another prolonged recession? Orange faces the
monumental task of preparing for both.
Orange's major asset lies in the fact that many persons are
willing and able to put in the time and effort needed for the
long road ahead. Comprehensive plans of this nature do not come
together quickly and solve all the problems that exist, but
rather serve as a blueprint to guide the town leaders.
I
A liability that can be pinpointed is the apparent division
between town government and local residents. This is hardly a
problem unique to Orange. The gap that exists betwlen residents
and town leaders and between business and town should be bridged
o=r=a=n=g=e==M=a=s=t=e=r==p=l=a=n==O=a=t=a=======================c=e=n=t=e=r==f=o=r==E=c=olOffiiC Development
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to gain input and garner cooperation. Fortunately steps are being
taken in that direction in the form of the survey. Further steps
can be taken in this direction.
Orange has an adequate housing stock for the foreseeable
future. There are enough units to meet current population
trends, and the town has a relatively good amount of affordable
housing. Lead paint abatement and incidental repair, however, are
considerable concerns for Orange's aging housing stoFko In light
of these factors, how should the town commit its resources for
improving those units that currently exist ? I
Between 1980 and 1990, Orange experienced an in~rease in its
population and a particularly significant increase in residents
under 5 years old and between the ages of 25 and 44./ It also saw
a 7% jump in professionals and managers living there and a 5.5
minute increase in mean commuter travel time during the same
period. Orange became a bedroom community to some extent during
the 1980's. This phenomenon was enhanced by the fact that the
town is a transportation node between the Boston area, Worcester,
Amherst and points west.
Economic development and jobs are probably the biggest
concern for the citizens of Orange. Many of the vacant buildings
in the central business district are a constant reminder that
Orange is no longer the place of thriving manufacturers that it
was years ago. Its economic problems have established a climate
where controversial proposals for economic development seem to be
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the only options. There is hope, though. Orange does contain
almost 140 businesses of varying types and sizes. Af the time of
this writing the town does not have active communicafion with its
commercial and industrial tenants, somet.n Inq which trese
businesses have indicated is desirable. Orange must remain
attractive to the businesses it has b~,ensure economic viability.
How should the town establish a means: for continued dialogue
with its businesses? Filling empty s;ace in the old mill
I
buildings wouLd create a positive Lmaqe for the downtown and
attract prospective commercial ventures. How can orknge
encourage occupancy of these sites? And finally, what type of
business does Orange want? An intelligent and decisive response
to these questions can help the town take a positive step toward
its economic future.
The majority of Orange's landscape is forested and rural.
certain areas like Tully Mountain, the Millers River and North
Orange are cherished spots that residents want to preserve.
There are well defined pockets of commercial development, but,
again, most of the town is rural. Does Orange want to maintain
its rural character? Which areas are most important for
conservation? The open space plan requires a large degree of
public participation. What is the most effective means for
gathering public input in the town of orange?
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orange is a town facing many questions about it future.
Some of these questions reflect the problem of conflict among its
residents regarding issues such as economi,c develOPient and town
character. The comprehensive plan is an opportunit~ for this
town to address the difficult ques cLons about its future in a
more unified and constructive manner and "create" an Oranqe that
will provide jobs and amenities in a way that most ~esidents feel
is best.
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MASTER PLAN P~tOCESS
SURVEY RESULTS
ORANGE, MASSACHUSETTS
Spring 1992
Principal Investigators
David Loomis, Ph.D.
Rosemary Loomis
John R. Mullin, Ph.D., AICP
The Center for Economic Development at the University of Massachusetts, in Amherst, is part of
the Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning Department, and is funded by the Economic
Development Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the University of
Massachusetts.
1Number of surveys 744
1. What kind of town do you want Orange to be? (Please check one)
II of
resp. %
A residential, commuter-based "bedroom" community 30 4.2
A predominantly rural community with commerce and
industry in well defined pockets 525 74.3
A community with large scale industrial development 77 10.9
A predominantly rural community, with tourism a
maj or source of income 50 7 .1
OTHER
#2 with tourism as another source of income 8 1.1
Industrial sites in center maintained; new
industry in industrial parks 2 .3
Rural community with commerce, industry, & tourism 2 .3
Same as #2 but limit size of business 1 .1
Rural with well planned pockets of industry
wi th no contaminants 1 .1
No more building; keep town small 1 .1
Rural community with agriculture, commerce, & tourism 1 .1
#2 with an open mind towards commerce and industry
to benefit all the population not just aristocrats 1 .1
Stay the same l .1
Industrial development in defined areas; commercial
dispersed throughout Orange 1 .1
Combo - pocket industry & tourism 1 .1
All of the above except industry in well-defined pockets 1 .1
Artistic, specialty stores, tourism highlighting
natural beauty 1 .1
Rural, select industry, no trailer parks 1 .1
All sound good 1 .1
Connect legally hi-tech companies with wilderness
expansion & organic/rural integrity 1 .1
TOTAL 707 100.0
22. The present population of Orange is 7,000. What do you think the ideal
future population of Orange should be?
Mean = 9353
2500 - 5000 16 2.7
5001 - 7500 210 34.8
7501 - 10,000 253 4l. 9
10,001 - 12,500 60 10.0
12,500 - 15,000 42 7.0
15,001 - 17,500 7 1.1
17,501 - 20,000 9 l.5
20,001 - 27,500 6 1.a
TOTAL 603 100.0
3. Would you prefer development in Orange to be concentrated in the
downtown and in existing high use areas, or dispersed widely throughout the
town with "strip" development along all major roads?
If !
Concentrated 424 60.8
Dispersed 273 39.2
TOTAL 697 100.0
4. Is it important to you that developnlent in Orange be attractive?
II
Yes 688
No 23
TOTAL 711
%
96.8
3.2
100.0
5. Downtown Orange is designated a National Historic District. Should the
town improve and promote this District?
11
Yes 586
No 104
TOTAL 690
%
84.9
15.1
100.0
36. Please mark whether you think the tClwn should encourage or discourage
development in the following geographic area:s:
Needs
Development
II ~
Commercial:
a) Downtown 618:
b) Around Shop 'n Save 512
c) Route 2 interchanges: 202 335
d) 122 256
e) West River Street 178
f) Along the rest of 2A 339
g) Daniel Shays Highway 363
h) Along Rt. 122/South Main 186
i) Along East River Street 205
901.6
82
1
.6
59.0
47.4
31.8
58.9
62.2
32.5
35.3
Discourage
Development
II %
64
108
233
284
381
237
221
386
376
9.4
17.4
4l.0
52.6
68.2
41.1
37.8
67.5
64.7
TOTAL
fI %
682
620
568
540
559
576
584
572
581
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Industrial:
j) Downtown .......................... 244. 43.0 324 57.0 568 100.0
k) Existing industrial park .......... 623 94.3 38 5.7 661 100.0
1) Route 2 interchanges: 202 ......... 337 58.9 235 41.1 572 100.0
m) 122 ......... 270 49.2 279 50.8 549 100.0
n) West River Street ......... 174 31.2 384 68.8 558 100.0
0) Develop new industrial park ....... 338 58.1 244 41. 9 582 100.0
Yhere?
II %
Airport 12 9.8
The old drive-in 9 7.4
W. River St 9 7.4
Rte 2A 7 5.7
Anyplace 7 5.7
Enlarge present one 6 4.9
E . Rive r 5 4 .1
S. Main St. (Rt. 122) 5 4.1
At proposed Recontek site 4 3.3
West Orange 3 2.5
Rt. 2 & 122 3 2.5
Out of town proper 3 2.5
Nor-way area 3 2.5
Daniel Shays Highway 2 1.6
Rte 2 - 202 Intersection 2 1.6
If
Rte 202 '1' 2
Rt. 2 2
N. Main St ".. 2
As above 2
Improve industrial park near airport 2
Shop 'n Save area 2
No. Orange................................................... . 2
Near Athol Rd & East Rd Area 2
Out by Kontro " 2
Rt. 202-122 interchange...................................... . 2
As is 1
East Rd on Upper N. Main , / 1
Existing unused industrial sites, primarily
along W. River, E. River 1
Southside of Rt. 2; West of W. River St 1
Use existing mill buildings 1
Tully area 1
Between Athol & Orange "' 1
Rt. 2 near Lake Mattawa " ., 1
Immediately adjacent to Rt. 122 off ramp 1
Between Eagleville Rd & end of S. Main St 1
Airport Rd 1
Fill existing one first 1
Where Huntington Homeswas 1
Between exit 15-14 on Rt. 2 1
Close to major routes 1
4
%
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
l.6
1.6
1.6
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
Downtown 1 .8
Between S. Main & 202 1 .8
S.East of town, close to Rt. 2 1 .8
Near Rt. 2 ramp on S. Main 1 .8
Any existing industrial area & downtown 1 .8
Behind King Sing 1 .8
Heyes Park 1 .8
TOTAL 122 100.0
57. Which of the following would you like to see or see more of in Orange?
Love to Would Don't want or
have use wouldn't use TOTAL
if % il % fI % II %
a) Movies ............. ,..384 58.5 169 25.8 103 15.7 656 100.0
b) Recreation ............ 384 62.1 183 29.6 51 8.3 618 100.0
c) Gas Stations ........... 16 2.9 83 15.1 452 82.0 551 100.0
d) Lodging ............... 125 22.3 101 lS.O 334 590j 560 100.0
e) Restaurants ........... 307 47.9 245 38.2 89 13. 641 100.0
f) Sports Facilities .....275 46.5 150 25.4 166 28.~ 591 100.0
g) Day Care .............. 123 23.1 76 14.3 334 62.7 533 100.0
h) Clothing Stores ....... 378 57.9 200 30.6 75 11.5 653 100.0
i) Outlet Stores ......... 378 59.1 202 31.6 60 9.4 640 100.0
j) Discount Stores ....... 359 55.6 200 30.1 87 13.5 646 100.0
k) Religious Services. '" .58 11.4 154 30.1 299 58.5 511 100.0
1) Pharmacies ............ 301 46.5 211 32.6 135 20.9 647 100.0
m) Elderly Care .......... 247 41.2 138 23.0 215 35.8 600 100.0
n) Health Care ........... 293 47.6 194 31.5 128 20.8 615 100.0
0) Tourism ............... 280 48.4 119 20.6 180 31.1 579 100.0
p) Conference Center .....156 28.6 106 19.4 283 51.9 545 100.0
q) Industrial Parks ......256 44.1 144 24.8 ISO 31.0 5S0 100.0
r) Affordable Housing ....266 44.7 94 15.8 235 39.5 595 100.0
s) Regional
Transportation ........ 385 60.7 148 23.3 101 15.9 634 100.0
t) Other (see pg. 33)
8. What kind of jobs would you like to see created in Orange:
Would love Would like Don't Don't
to have to have care want TOTAL
II x II x if % fI % II %
a) Manuf./Ind .....394 57.1 234 33.9 31 4.5 31 4.5 690 100.0
b) Retail ......... 300 47.1 273 42.9 57 8.9 7 1.1 637 100.0
c) Service ........ 219 38.0 248 43.1 97 16.8 12 2.1 576 100.0
d) Agric .......... 207 35.1 231 39.2 131 22.2 20 3.4 589 100.0
e) Prof./Off ...... 235 40.3 222 38.1 109 18.7 17 2.9 583 100.0
f) High Tech ...... 323 52.4 172 27.9 84 13.6 38 6.2 617 100.0
g) Other (see pg. 33)
69. What town services do you think it Ls most important to improve first:.)
Essential Do next as
Do first money allows Can wait TOTAL
11 x :/I % if % if %
a) Roadways ..............434 62.3 216 31.0 47 6.7 697 100.0
b) Schools ...............340 52.1 1.50 23.0 163 25.0 653 100.0
c) Town government .......169 27.0 216 34.6 240 38.4 625 100.0
d) Recreation Ifacilities ............139 22.1 284 q·5.1 207 32.~ 630 100.0
e) Sewer .................146 23.2 265 q·2.1 218 34. 629 100.0
f) Water .................164 26.0 263 ~.1.7 203 32. 630 100.0
g) Library ...............206 31.8 291 lJ~4. 9 151 23. 648 100.0
h) Police ................472 68.2 118 17.1 102 14. 692 100.0
i) Fire ..................432 64.5 150 22.4 88 13.1 670 100.0
j) Public
transportation ........206 31.2 235 35.6 220 33.3 661 100.0
k) Open space
preservation ..........159 25.4 191 30.5 276 44.1 626 100.0
1) Municipal parking ......52 8.3 161 25.7 413 66.0 626 100.0
m) Landfill ..............191 30.5 251 40.1 184 29.4 626 100.0
n) Airport ................97 15.1 197 30.7 347 54.1 641 100.0
0) Trash collection ......350 50.7 179 25.9 162 23.4 691 100.0
p) Street lighting .......349 51.2 181 26.6 151 22.2 681 100.0
q) Recycling .............249 39.7 223 35.6 155 24.7 627 100.0
r) Second bridge
over river .........'" .81 13.0 113 18.1 431 69.0 625 100.0
s) Handicapped access ....181 29.1 255 41.0 186 29.9 622 100.0
t) Other (see pg. 33)
10. Do you have any suggestions for new ways to raise funding for town
services?
if %
Entertainment related events:
Bingo, band concerts, plays, movies,
sports, yard/tag sales, bake sales,
raffles, craft bazaars, potluck
dinners, flea market, sidewalk sales,
circus, dances, carnivals, auctions,
comedy night, food shows, gambling 52 21.2
Need to encourage industrialjbusiness base for taxes 24
Go after non-payers of services 18
Town Lottery 16
Drag Strip , 13
Eliminate Prop. 2 1/2 to nationalize tax system S
Eliminate expenses (waste & free loaders) -
become more efficient 5
Discourage low/no income families from moving into area J 5
Fundraising like for Ambulance 5
Have people who cannot afford to pay fox' services. donate
time & work for town in return for credit for services used 4
Keep funds the same, work hard on efficiency (try to
live within income) j 4
Collect a tax (user fee) for town services from renters 1 ••••.•• 3
Assess homeowners fee for trash collection : 3
One superintendent of schools 3
No new taxes or don't raise taxes 3
Charge a users fee at the airport 2
User fees not property taxes or just get rid of property tax 2
Local sales tax 2
Local income tax ' 2
Functions/entertainment put on by volunteers - like
Historical Society 2
Heavier fines or community service for offenders 2
We should have been charging for compactors to use
landfill 2
Cut expenses - Go K-12 and save on administrative costs 2
Change from property tax to head tax 2
Regional K-12 system 2
Increase taxes to insure residents own the town services;
eliminate 2 1/2 tax cap 2
Trash collection ran as enterprise fund; parking meters 2
Impact fee's for residential developments 1
Insist State politicians return tax money - not give it
to Boston 1
Bring back poll tax; get cats to be licensed like dogs 1
Take half the revenues from Orange District Court Monopoly 1
7
II
9.8
7.3
6.5
5.3
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.4
.4
.4
.4
Orange/Athol joint municipal fire protection insurance plan 1
Implement fees for police escorts; charge reasonable fees
for use of town facilities 1
Make use of Lake Rohunta through a watershow
(charge admission) l
User fees or town tax - known as local tax 1
Promote services that generate revenue from out-of-town
visitors 1
Cooperate with tech schools in getting signs for streets,
filling up potholes 1
Sell promotional items: t-shirts, caps, frisbees '1' 1
Charity drives 1
Tax the rich 1
Lions Club seems to have fund raising down to a science -
hire the head of Lions Club 1
Issue preferred stock with dividends & invest money from
stock into higher yielding bonds for the town 1
All town boards should be on volunteer basis 1
Don't put new principal position in, when one could do both .., l
Use Millers River to attract tourism & hold annual
river/town events 1
Cut town officials wages or decrease amount of town officials 1
Must develop high tech/manufacturing in area to keep
professionals from commuting 1
Specify cause, when override fails have raffle - free
mortgage or rent 1
Telemarketing - asking direct donation of all taxpayers
in Orange 1
Use some of unemployed & state funded dependents to help
fill person problem 1
Increase base more homes/people 1
Do not mess with Prop. 2 1/2 1
Bring in more manufacturing companies who will pay more
than $5/hour 1
Workshops to develop hobbies & skills 1
Make landowners lower the rent 1
Selectmen to start campaign fund by all Orange residents 1
Expand the area so residents aren't continually bled
for services ··1
8
x
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
ITax - per capita 1 •••••• 1
I
Pool town services, combine town officers 1
Have voluntary toll on busy days like River Rat Race days,
during foliage season 1
Cut Planner, Admin. Asst., Elementary preK; Privatize
trash pick-up, snowp1owing 1
Heavy lobbying on state & federal level for increased aid
to poorer & rural communities 1
Increase homeowners tax 1
Senior citizens do work in schools for tax rebates 1
Moratorium on residential construction to cut losses 1
Make cookbook & sell as fundraiser 1
Very unfair for police to have pay increase & elementary
teachers do not 1
Police to do more traffic enforcement ! 1
Raise taxes/offer tax incentive to industry 1
Build Franklin County Civic Center to host events 1
Donate refundable bottles 1
Sell fragmented tax exempt land not suitable for open
space, recreation use 1
Find someone to write more grants 1
Make Lake Mattawa a town park - charge for entrance 1
Change insurance coverage for town employees 1
Donation boxes at various businesses in town for each project l
Eliminate extra town government & town positions 1
Reduce school .spending 1
Check closer on money being spent (Highway Dept.) 1
Cut down on Mahar spending 1
Stop hiring out-of-town dept. heads 1
Depts. that bring in revenues should be allowed to keep
those monies (self-supporting) 1
Charge every household $1 per month 1
Study of school transportation costs 1
Town needs a manager to direct all depts 1
TOTAL 245 100.0
9
II %
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
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11. What recreational/educational facilities and programs would you like to
see in Orange:
a) Cultural events
such as theater,
movies, concerts,
an arts center 355
b) Trails for
hiking, biking,
riding, skiing 315
c) Ice skating rink 281
d) Morejbetter
swimming beaches 323
e) Neighborhood
facilities such as
pocket parks,
community gardens 199
f) Renovate pistol
range in Armory 114
g) Youth work
programs 391
h) Public computer
lab providing access
to national resources
like Library of
Congress, govt. pub.,
etc 165
i) More special events
like the Orange Arts
Festival - for
example, an airshow,
balloon fair 353
Ideas? (see pg. 33)
j) Hikingjbiking trail
along the Millers 330
k) Environmental
programs for kids 319
1) for adults 242
m) Arts and crafts
programs for kids 292
n) for adults 221
0) Computer programs
for kids 313
Love to
have
/I %
54.4
49.1
44.3
51. 9
32.8
19.0
63.4
28.3
55.7
5l.l
51.0
44.5
49.3
40.7
53.5
Would
USE!
209 32.1
204
160
3l.8
25.2
177 28.5
175 28.9
74 12.3
125 20.3
167 28.6
193 30.4
194 30.0
194
182
3l.0
33.5
180
184
30.4
33.9
136 23.2
Don't want or
wouldn't use
413
if %
88 13.5
TOTAL
/I %
652 100.0
641 100.0
634 100.0
622 100.0
606 100.0
601 100.0
617 100.0
122
193
19.0
30.4
583 100.0
634 100.0
646 100.0
625 100.0
544 100.0
592 100.0
543 100.0
585 100.0
122 19.6
232 38.3
68.7
101 16.
251 43.1
88 13.9
122 18.9
112
120
17.9
22.1
120
138
20.3
25.4
136 23.2
11
/,..-.....,. ...~
Love to \.1ould Don't want or
have use wouldn't use TOTAL
'"
% if % if % II %
p) for adults ........259 46.8 151 27.3 143 25.9 553 100.0
q) Sports programs
for kids ..........376 60.5 147 23.7 98 15.8 621 100.0
r) for adults ........216 42.4 146 ~!8.7 147 28.9 509 100.0
s) Other (see pg. 33)
12. How important is commuter rail service *rom Orange to Boston to you?
II %
Critically important 64 9.1
Nice idea 468 66.2
Important 84 11.9
Don't want 91 12.9
TOTAL 707 100.0
13. Should we pursue regional services 'witharea towns?
if %
yes 540 82.2
No 117 17.8
TOTAL 657 100.0
If yes, which functions should we try to regionalize? (M rk all that
apply) (No. of people responding = 572)
Water treatment: 267 46.7
Fire 31454.9
Police 314 54.9
Library 253 44.2
K-12 Schools 349 61.0
Trash 393 68.7
Other:
Highway 1
Natural Gas 1
Transportation 1
.2
.2
.2
12
14. Please rank, from 1 to 4 in order of importance, what you feel are the
most important needs of the library:
Ranked /11 Ranked /12 Ranked 113 Ranked 114 TOTAL
11 II
Parking 206
More Electronic
Materials 51
More Books 155
Computer Links
with other
libraries 94
43.4 51 10.7 56 11.8 162 34.1 475 100.0
13.1
37.0
104
117
26.8
27.9
131
92
33.8
22.0
102
55
26.3B.,
19+ 407 100.0
388 100.0
419 100.0
23.1 128 31.4 106 26.0 79
Other:
II %
Expand hours '.' 39 59.1
Space " 3 4.5
More videos of special interest 3 4.5
More up-to-date books 2 3.0
Garbage collection 2 3.0
Handicapped access 2 3.0
More staff/more hours 1 1.5
CDROM readers 1 1.5
Less noise l 1.5
Less high cost administration 1 1.5
Private booths to study in 1 1.5
Community outreach program , 1 1.5
Friendly & courteous library personnel , 1 1.5
New roof 1 1.5
More reference sources · 1 1.5
Build proposed addition 1 1.5
More money 1 1.5
Computer links with schools in town 1 1.5
Use Library more if I could park 1 1.5
Special programs 1 1.5
Air conditioning - elevator 1 1.5
TOTAL 66 100.0
Please make any other comments or ideas you hnve on the library:
Better/more hours 56
Impressive library for small town 12
Valuable educational tool 10
Find money to continue addition & renovat:ion 6
More programs for kids 6
Please keep it open r 5
Library is fine the way it is 4
Expand reference section (books) 1 4
Difficult for handicapped & elderly to use building 4
Short-changing ourselves by putting Library
at bottom (Library is a must) 3
Doing a wonderful job 3
More staff 3
Regionalization with other area towns 2
Excellent source of entertainment 2
Lecture series on weekends 2
Encourage volunteer service - book donations 2
Interest others in facilities at library 2
Town does not need library - Use Athol's library 2
Schools also have libraries so what they
(schools) don't have would be helpful (coordinate) 2
More space and money 2
Reduce the high salaries 2
Would like to see weekly preschool program 2
Let cemetery go in favor of Library 1
Sponsor cultural events with other libraries
or community-based organizations 1
Library is sacred cow - saved at the expense
of essential services 1
Put children's library at Fisher Hill School 1
Some other club other than Auxiliary to have fundraiser 1
Library Commission seems very independent
from other town boards I
13
%
33.7
7.2
6.0
3.6
3.6
3.0
2.4
2.4
2.4
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
Don't spend money on parking in place of
money for the others l
Sell No. Orange unit for a private house 1
!
Keep No. Orange open; downtown as is l
More control with kids - too noisy " / 1
Use sandblaster to clean up its appearanc;e 1
Sponsor readathons for children 1 1
More African, African-American, Native
American, World focus, Anthropology books 1
Merge with school libraries 1
Computer for kids & adults to learn 1
Bookmobile 1
Library's upstairs room looks like a dump 1
Publish list of new acquisitions 1
Historic building - needs renovation 1
Regard library as tool to induce high tech
firms to come here 1
Until town can provide other services,
library will have to wait l
Better tape selections (family oriented) 1
Only 5% of population uses library 1
Take Fisher Hill library money & use for town Library 1
Free copy machine 1
Better 1ighting 1
Finance board should not cut budget a higher
percentage than other departments 1
Seminars, classes on special items for adults and children 1
Make it a satellite and keep up to date; let
bigger libraries stock the books 1
Make Library needs known to public 1
TOTAL 166 100.0
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.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
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15. In your op1n1on, what are the greatest threats to our water supply?
(Please check all that apply) (No. of peopLe responding"" 737)
fI
Road salt 423
Pesticides 272
Herbicides 199
Fertilizers 180
Industry 329
Recreation 18
Underground tanks 282
Don't know 123
No opinion 57
Other:
%
57.4
36.9
27.0
24.4
44.7
2.4
38.3
16.7
7.7
11 %
Recontek , 31 4.2
Development near water area : 3 .4
All pose threats at different times and placHs 2 .3
Indus try lacking integrity 2 .3
Illegal dumping 2 .3
Water pipes corrode in short time 2 .3
Raw sewage 1 .1
All are equal threats; proper location of
source would reduce them 1 .1
If drag strip at aquifer - big threat 1 .1
Wastefulness , 1 .1
Pigeons 1 .1
Trash 1 .1
Toxic dump sites located here in last 75 years 1 .1
Drain off from streets 1 .1
Air pollution & all toxins 1 .1
Overpopulation 1 .1
Older landfill sites 1 .1
There are no real threats 1 .1
Drag strip 1 .1
No protected buffer zone around aquifer 1 .1
Hazardous waste spills l .1
Unknownson Rt. 2 and B&MRR 1 .1
Junk cars in yards 1 .1
Dragstrip and Recontek 1 .1
Aquifer exploitation l .1
State & federal governments 1 .1
16
16. Should the town work to consolidate the Sewer. Water. Higlway,
ISanitation, Parks, and Cemetery functions into a Public Yorks Dept.?
# %
Yes 582 85.0
No 103 15.0
TOTAL 685 100.0
17. Should the Town of Orange continue 1:0 operate the airportl as a
municipal facility?
# %
Yes 559 82.4
No 119 17.6
TOTAL 678 100.0
18. If yes, what services would you like to see at the airport?
(No. of people responding = 738)
# %
Commuter Service 471 63.8
Light Freight Service 346 46.9
Repair Facilities 258 35.0
Other
# 7.
Drag strip 20 2.7
No drag strip 8 1.1
No development that would detract from original purpose S .7
Lease for parachuting 5 .7
Flying school 4 .5
Recreation & entertainment events 4 .5
Full service airport or nothing 2 .3
ILS system for light freight & commuter service 2 .3
Oval race track not drag strip 2 .3
Enlarge rental cars; hotel-motel with shows; restaurant 2 .3
Bring more industrial development 2 .3
Coordination with local travel agencies .............................• 1 .1
EMS life flight service 1 .1
Plus keep what is there 1
No need for turbo T's & 747s 1
Increase flight and landing fees 1
Some good places for retired people 1
Flights to Nantucket & Martha's Vineyard T 1
Small plane manufacturing 1
Rides for tourists; skydiving 1
Jet fuel so small jets would use it more 1
Comprehensive sports facility 1
A higher charge for private hanger leased 1
Skate boarding ' 1 1
Short sightseeing flights 1
Conunercial flights 1
Glider operation 1
International airport with Mag Leu train to Boston 1
Have airport run without taxpayers help 1
Diesel fuel 1
19. Why do you live in Orange? (Please check all that apply)
(No. of people responding = 743)
II %
It's affordable 219 29.5
I work in town 156 21.0
I like the area 465 62.6
Other
Born/Grew up here 57 7.7
Family is here 14 1.9
No other choice 10 1.3
Can't afford to get out 8 1.1
Because we own a home here 7 .9
Can't sell house and get away 7 .9
Close to work 6 .8
Was affordable in the past 5 .7
17
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
II %
Good peop le to be with 5
Affordable decent home 4
Mistake moving here 4
It used to be nice 4
Liked the area when purchased property 3
Retired here 3
Safe, natural raising for kids 3
Like school for children 2
Personal reasons 2
Antique house 2
Hometown& family is in town 2
By chance 2
Used to work here 2
Elderly housing in Orange 1
Small town l
Mobile home park available 1
It was necessary at that time l
Limited income 1
Good location l
Spouse works in town 1
Family history - six generations 1
Beautiful town l
Taxes ~ reasonable; would like to leave 1
Waiting for children to graduate 1
Rural character of area 1
Low crime and drug rate 1
Spouse grew up in Orange 1
Use of airport 1
Lived here too long to move 1
Business drew me here l
Moved here because I thought things were less expensive 1
Habit 1
18
1f
.7
.5
.5
.5
.4
.4
.4
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
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20. Do you think your home:
II x
Is fine the way it is 270 38.4
Needs a lot of work 86 12.2
Needs some work 347 49.4
TOTAL 703 100.0
21. Was your house built:
II %
Before 1940 347 50.7
After 1940 ,.338 49.3
TOTAL 685 100.0
22. How many bedrooms are in your home?
Mean = 2.9
II %
One 53 7.5
Two 186 26.4
Three 306 43.5
Four 12317.5
Five 22 3.1
Six 11 1.6
Seven 2 .3
Nine " 1 .1
TOTAL 704 100.0
23. Are you sharing your residence with another family?
fI %
Yes 60 8.6
No 639 91.4
TOTAL 699 100.0
If yes, is this by
II %
Choice 28 49.1
Necessity 29 50.9
TOTAL 57 100.0
27. Do you own a home or rent a home or apartment?
iF %
Own 590 81.8
Rent 131 18.2
TOTAL 721 100.0
28. If you own your own home, where did you finance?
1f %
Local bank (Athol/Orange) 409 78.5
Outside local area 112 21.5
TOTAL 521 100.0
29. How much do you pay for housing each month?
Mean •..454.40
fI %
$0 - $200 99 23.3
$201 - $400 129 30.5
$401 - $600 91 21.4
$601 - $800 46 10.9
$801 - $1000 40 9.4
$1001 - $1200 14 3.3
$1201 - $2000 5 1.2
TOTAL 424 100.0
30. How many people live in your home?
Mean = 2.7
fI %
One 128 18.2
Two 254 36.2
Three 123 17.5
Four 118 16.8
Five 56 8.0
Six 17 2.4
Seven 3 .4
Eight 1 .1
Nine 1 .1
Fourteen 1 .1
TOTAL I 702 100.0
20
21
31. Do you want to see farm land and op~~n space protected from development?
Yes 606 86.9
No 91 13.1
TOTAL 697 100.0
Where would you like to see open space prese~~ed?
(No. of people responding - 384)
(Specific sites);
Aquifer " 2
Airport " 5
Airport Rd " 1
Bearsden 1
Bicentennial Park 4
Blissville 2
Cemetery South 2
Chestnut Hill 141
Daniel Shays Highway 1
Doanes Fall 2
East River 2
East Rd 4
Fall Hill 3
Fall Brook Hill 1
Holtshield Area 7
Hunts Farm 9
Jones Cemetery Rd 1
Johnsons Farm 1
Lake Avenue I
Lake Mattawa 20
Lake Rohunta 1
Laurel Lake 2
Mahar .. , , , , 2
Main St. (North) 11
Main St. (South) 7
Millers River 210
Mt. Grace 1
North Orange j , , .. " 48
11 %
· 5
1.3
.3
, 3
1.0
.5
.5
36.7
.3
.5
.5
1.0
.8
.3
1.8
2.3
· 3
.3
· 3
5.2
· 3
.5
.5
2.9
1.8
54.7
.3
12.5
22
if %
North Orange conservation area 1 .3
Northfield Rd 1 .3
Orange " 3 .8
Ox Bow 2 .5
Pack &: Pond Clubhouse 1 .3
Pack &: Heights 1 .3
Pine Hill Rd & Swamp 1 .3
Quabbin Reservoir 1 .3
Redbrook Lane 1 .3
Royalston Road 1 .3
South Orange 1 .3
Town Farm Rd 1 .3
Tully Brook 213 55.5
Tully Mountain 217 56.5
Tully Pond 1 .3
Walnut Hill 2 .5
Warwick Rd 1 .3
West Orange 7 1.8
Wheeler Ave 6 1.6
Williams Pond l .3
Rt. 2 2 .5
Rt. 2 & 202 in Orange 1 .3
Rt. 2 &: 122 Interchange 1 .3
Rt. 2A l .3
Rt. 2A (west) 1 .3
Rt. 202.· 3 .8
Rt. 122 &: Daniel Shays Highway 3 .8
Rt. 202 (Southern) 1 .3
Rt. 122 (Southern) 3 .8
(General sites):
Wherever the space is 20 5 . 2
Farm land 13 3.4
Everywhere 9 2.3
Open space 7 1 . 8
Water supply areas 2 .5
Rivers &: streams 1 .3
Lakes , 1 .3
23
II %
Lakes, ponds, rivers l .3
Near schools l .3
Scattered small sites l .3
Rural areas l .3
Rural areas of town l .3
Town parks 1 .3
Land with water 1 .3
Any existing chunks of land that include 30-40 acres 1 .3
Existing park system 1 .3
All spaces not zoned industrial/commercial 1 .3
Wetlands 1 .3
Woodlands " 1 .3
Fields 1 .3
Old cemeteries 1 .3
North of Town 1 .3
All the land the town can afford to protect 1 .3
Hayfields in No. Orange 1 .3
32. Would you prefer new development in Orange to be "out of sight," to
preserve the rural character of our roads?
II %
Yes 444 67.7
No 212 32.3
TOTAL 656 100.0
33. Does the town need improved public access to our lakes, ponds, and
rivers?
%
Yes 390
No 278
58.4
41. 6
668 100.0
24
34. Should the town work toward preservation of:
Very Somewhat Not
Important Important Important TOTAL
if % if % If x If %
a) Stone walls ........... 225 35.3 267 41.8 146 22.9 638 100.0
b) Shade trees ........... 472 70.2 166 2/+.7 34 5.1 672 100.0
c) Views and vistas ......324 51. 6 231 315.8 73 11.6 628 100.0
d) Wildlife habitats .....473 71.2 163 21~.5 28 4.2 664 100.0
e) Agricultural and
forestry soils ........... 420 65.5 180 28.1 41 6.4 641 100.0
f) Tully Mountain ........ 361 56.9 216 34.1 57 9.0 634 100.0
g) North Orange center ...323 53.0 217 35.6 70 11.5 610 100.0
h) Other:
If %
Lake Mattawa 5 12.2
Wetlands 4 9.8
Clean Millers River 3 7.3
Parks 3 7.3
7.3
4.9
Anything that enhances rural character of Orange 3
Trees along main streets & other roads 2
Artistic buildings, Victorian houses, museums 2 4.9
Northern part of town & So. Main St. to Rt. 202 1 2.4
Orange was better before it tried to be bigger 1 2.4
Lake Mattawa; Bicentennial Park 1 2.4
Indian cemetery on Walnut Hill 1 2.4
Underground railway and Indian cemetery 1 2.4
Keep Orange as is 1 2.4
Town parks - store fronts 1 2.4
Downtown: clean up store fronts 1 2.4
Lakes , rivers, woods 1 2.4
Open spaces in downtown area 1 2.4
Historical Society l 2.4
Natural resources 1 2.4
Orange downtown 1 2.4
Lakes & ponds c1ean 1 2.4
N. Main St 1 2.4
Playground & YMCA 1 2.4
25
if %
Old cemeteries 1 2.4
Armory 1 2.4
Town park & ball fie1d 1 2.4
TOTAL 41 100.0
35. Should the town work toward protection of a potential future water
supply in North Orange?
II %
yes 597 90.2
No 65 9.8
TOTAL 662 100.0
36. Age:
Mean - 51.6
11 %
19 - 30 68 9.5
31 - 40 169 23.6
41 - 50 141 19.6
51 - 60 91 12.7
61 - 70 126 17.6
71 - 80 94 13.1
81 - 92 28 3.9
TOTAL 717 100.0
37. Sex:
Male 326 45.8
Female 386 54.2
TOTAL 712 100.0
38. Marital Status:
11 %
Single 79
Married 479
UidowjWidower 88
Separated/Divorced 84
10.8
65.6
12.1
11.5
TOTAL I 730 100.0
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39. Education:
!I %
Elementary 39 5.4
College 226 3l.2
High School 357 49.2
Graduate School ,..103 14.2
TOTAL 725 100.0
40. Total household income:
if %
Less than $10,000 107 16.0
$10,000-$19,999 130 19.4
$20,000-$29,999 118 17.6
$30,000-$39,999 130 19.4
$40,000-$49,999 96 14.3
$50,000-$74,999 77 11.5
Above $75,000 12 1.8
TOTAL 670 100.0
41. Do you have health insurance?
If %
yes 657 89.6
No 76 10.4
TOTAL 733 100.0
42. Are there school aged children in your household?
Yes 239 32.5
No 497 67.5
TOTAL 736 100.0
43. Are you generally satisfied with Orange's schools?
if %
yes 473 75.4
No 154 24.6
TOTAL, 627 100.0
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44. Where do you live?
if %
Downtown 75 11.1
South of downtown " 351 51.8
North of downtown 252 37.2
TOTAL 678 100.0
45. How many years have you lived in Orange?
Mean - 28.0
fJ %
o - 10 215
11 - 20 112
21 - 30 94
31 - 40 95
41 - 50 90
51 - 60 43
61 - 70 38
71 - 85 30
30.0
15.6
13 .1
13.3
12.5
6.0
5.3
4.2
TOTAL 717 100.0
46. How many people in your household are currently:
Employed, full time
fJ %
Zero 285 39.6
One 252 35.0
Two 165 22.9
Three 16 2.2
Four 2 .3
TOTAL 720 100.0
Employed, part time
Zero 563 78.2
One 144 20 .0
Two 11 1.5
Three 2 .3
TOTAL I 720 100.0
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Retired
If %
Zero 466 65.4
One 148 20.8
Two 94 13.2
Three 2 .3
Four 2 .3
TOTAL 712 100.0
Unemployed
If %
Zero 586 81. 5
One 109 15.2
Two 16 2.2
Three 3 .4
Four 3 .4
Five 1 .1
Seven 1 .1
TOTAL 719 100.0
47. Where does each employed person in your household currently work:
At home
If %
Zero 469 90.5
One 45 8.7
Two 4 .8
TOTAL 518 100.0
In town
/1 %
Zero 340 66.1
One 141 27.4
Two 30 5.8
Three 3 .6
TOTAL 514 100.0
5-20 miles away
/1 %
Zero 306 59.9
One 165 32.3
Two 39 7.6
Three 1 .2
TOTAL I 511 100.0
.•.
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21-40 miles away
11 %
Zero 392 76.1
One 102 19.8
Two 20 3.9
Five 1 .2
TOTAL 515 100.0
41-60 miles away
iF %
Zero 469 90.4
One " ..46 8.9
Two 4 .8
TOTAL 519 100.0
Over 60 miles away
11 %
Zero 488 94.2
One 29 5.6
Two 1 .2
TOTAL 518 100.0
48. What is your occupation?
11 %
Agriculture/Forestry 11 2.4
Construction 29 6.4
Manufacturing 97 21.3
Wholesale/Retail 38 8.4
E1ectrician/Plumber/Woodworker 19 4.2
Professional/Managerial 244 53.6
Other:
Cleaning 1 .2
Food Service 2 .4
Mechanic 2 .4
Other 3 .7
Painter 1 .2
Sales." 2 .4
Oaycare 1 .2
Services 2 .4
Clerical 2 .4
Insurance 1 .2
TOTAL I 455 100.0
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49. Are you receiving aid from any of the following government programs?
(Please check all that apply)
(No. of people responding = 742)
Food stamps 34
Section 707 8
A.F.D.C 18
Section 8 '1' .. 16
Fuel Assistance 50
WIC 19
Other:
4.6
1.1
2.4
2.2
6.7
2.6
Social Security 11 1.5
SSI 10 1.3
Retirement pension 2 .3
Orange Housing Authority 2 .3
Unemployment 6 .8
705 1 .1
V.A 2 .3
SSDIjSSI 1 .1
Farmers home 4 .5
FMHA Mortgage 1 .1
Disability 2 .3
State-assisted daycare sliding fee 1 .1
Rent subsidy 1 .1
50. Where do you most frequently shop for the following:
Food 11
Orange 602
Athol 9
Amherst & South 3
NH 4
Gardner 1
Fitchburg/Leominster 12
Greenfield 9
Other 8
TOTAL 648
Clothing/Shoes
Orange 97
Athol 52
Amherst & South 9
NH 36
Gardner 2
Fitchburg/Leominster 85
Greenfie ld 50
Catalogue '1' 52
Other 50
TOTAL 433
%
92.9
l.4
.5
.6
.2
l.9
l.4
1.2
100.0
22.4
12.0
2.1
8.3
.5
19.6
11.5
12.0
11. 5
100.0
Hardware
Appliances
Cars
Restaurants
Orange 589
Athol 8
Amherst & South 2
NH · 7
Fitchburg/Leominster 8
Greenfield 8
Catalogue 1
Other 16
TOTAL 639
Orange ,..408
Athol 22
Amherst & South 5
NH 33
Gardner 2
Fitchburg/Leominster 45
Greenfield 30
Catalogue 11
Other 35
TOTAL 591
Orange 251
Athol 20
Amherst & South 7
NH 23
Fitchburg/Leominster 36
Greenfield 105
Catalogue 1
Other 96
TOTAL 539
Orange 323
Athol 20
Amherst & South 6
NH 19
Fitchburg/Leominster 16
Greenfield 42
Other 22
TOTAL 448
92.2
l.3
.3
l.1
l.3
l.3
.2
2.5
100.0
69.0
3.7
.8
5.6
.3
7.6
5.1
l.9
5.9
100.0
46.6
3.7
1.3
4.3
6.7
19.5
.2
17.8
100.0
72.1
4.5
l.3
4.2
3.6
9.4
4.9
100.0
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Entertainment
Orange 86 23.9
Athol 42 11.7
Amherst & South 10 2.8
NH 27 7.5
Gardner _ 1 .3
Fitchburg/Leominster 39 10.8
Greenfield 97 26.9
Catalogue 2 .6
Other 56 15.6
TOTAL 360 100.0
Household Items
Orange 358
Athol 18
Amherst & South 5
NH 27
Fitchburg/Leominster 26
Greenfield 24
Catalogue 8
Other 27
TOTAL 493
Sea~onal Shopping
Orange 143
Athol 37
Amherst & South 9
NH 27
Fitchburg/Leominster 78
Greenfield 32
Catalogue 25
Other 49
TOTAL 400
Furniture
Orange 279
Athol 23
Amherst & South 4
NH 48
Gardner 3
Fitchburg/Leominster 36
Greenfield 23
Catalogue ' 6
Other 76
TOTAL 498
72.6
3.7
1.0
5.5"
5.3
4.9
1.6
5.5
100.0
35.8
9.3
2.3
6.8
19.5
8.0
6.3
12.3
100.0
56.0
4.6
.8
9.6
.6
7.2
4.6
1.2
15.3
100.0
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